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Chapterr 1 

Introductio n n 

1.11 Luminescence 

Inn semiconductors, as well as in other solids, luminescence results from ra-
diativee transitions of an electron from a higher- to an empty lower-energy 
state.. The emission spectra are characteristics of the materials and their 
dopands.. They are usually in the visible or near-infrared ranges of wave-
length.. According to the source of excitation different kinds of lumines-
cencee are distinguished. Chemoluminescence is caused by light emission 
duringg a chemical reaction. Luminescence following irradiation by X-rays 
iss termed X-ray luminescence. Cathodoluminescence results from bom-
bardmentt by energetic electrons. Electroluminescence is luminescence 
excitedd by applying a voltage to the material. Photoluminescence is a 
resultt of an optical excitation. In semiconductor spectroscopy, photolu-
minescencee is a useful technique for the study of optical and dynamical 
processess in the materials. Together with other types of experiments, like 
opticall  absorption spectroscopy, secondary-ion mass spectroscopy, Hall 
effectt experiments and many others, the gathered knowledge wil l give a 
detailedd picture of the electrical and optical properties of the investigated 
system.. In the photoluminescence technique, free carriers or excited states 
inn the semiconductor are generated by absorption of optical photons with 
ann energy above the band gap of the semiconductor. When the equilib-
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riumm in the sample is perturbed the system tends to return to its initial 
statee and relaxation processes like the recombination of carriers may be 
observed.. The photoluminescence spectra contain information about im-
purityy and defect constituents, quality of the material and recombination 
mechanismss which are involved. A certain fraction of the recombinations 
occurss with emission of a photon (radiative recombination), while the 
otherr recombinations involve the emission of one or several phonons or 
occurr by an Auger process involving an electron; the last processes are 
nonradiativee recombinations. The luminescence efficiency, r\L, is given by 
followingg formula: 

wheree rr and rnr are the radiative and the nonradiative transition rates, 
respectively. . 

1.22 Luminescent recombinations in silicon 

Whilee the first transistor, invented in 1948 [1], was based on germanium, 
siliconn has since then become the main material for microelectronic ap-
plicationss because of its ideal 1.12 eV band gap for room-temperature 
operation.. In fact, a number of optoelectronic integrations on silicon-
basedd materials have been achieved, such as high-quality optical detec-
tors,, light-emitting diodes, semiconductor lasers and so on. The radiative 
recombinationn rate in pure silicon is, however, very low since electron and 
holee are not located at the same wave vector in fc-space due to the in-
directt band gap of silicon. Their recombination necessarily involves a 
thirdd particle, which is accomplished by the absorption or emission of 
aa phonon with a correct wave vector k. Although semiconductor ap-
plicationss in optoelectronics tend to use the direct-band gap compound 
semiconductorss like indium phosphide and gallium arsenide, which have 
higherr optical recombination rate than that of silicon, silicon materials 
aree strongly dominant in the field and thus it is necessary to eliminate 
thee limitation of the radiative efficiency in silicon. There is a number of 
wayss that have been suggested to achieve this goal which can be classified 
ass follows: 
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 Photoluminescence via impurities in silicon. Radiative impurities in 
siliconn create recombination centers in the band gap through which 
thee recombination of electron-hole pairs can be accomplished with-
outt phonon required. The most common impurity-radiative cen-
terss are the isoelectronic centers. For instance, sulfur-, selenium- or 
beryllium-dopedd silicon by implantation or diffusion [2, 3, 4, 5] with 
subsequentt rapid quenching. The impurities can also be rare-earth 
ionss which show intra-shell transitions independently of the host en-
vironment.. Centers of rare-earth metals (Dy, Ho, Yb, Er), which are 
commonlyy donors, have been reported recently [6]. Erbium-doped 
siliconn is a particular case where the light emission at 1.5 /im wave-
lengthh is coincidental with the maximum energy-transfer range of 
silicaa optical fibers applicable to the long-distance communication 
techniquee and to silicon-based integrated optoelectronics [7, 8, 9]. 
Applicationss of erbium-doped crystalline silicon in light-emitting 
diodess (LED) operating at 77 K [10] and at 300 K [11, 12] have also 
beenn developed. 

 Strong radiative transitions are given by systems of two IV-group 
elements,, such as Sii-zGex (0 < x < 1) and their alloys [13, 14], 
becausee of the statistical disorder which breaks the selection rules. 
Somee theoretical predictions [15, 16] have attributed the strong ab-
sorptionn and emission of the Si/Ge superlattices to the quasi-direct 
bandd gaps but the experimental evidences are still very weak. 

 The formation of luminescent silicon-based materials with high con-
centrationn of hydrogenated amorphous silicon [17, 18, 19], synthe-
sizedd siloxene [20] and related compounds, which produce strong 
visiblee luminescence due to transitions in adsorbed molecules. 

 Reducing the dimensions of bulk silicon crystals to become quan-
tumm wires or quantum dots leads to an enlarged and direct band gap 
off  silicon [21]. As a result of the quantum confinement effects, the 
probabilityy of the direct recombination is increased. Porous silicon 
iss a special case where a system of few-nanometers silicon grains is 
producedd by etching of crystalline silicon in a solution containing 
off  hydrofluoric acid. This material gives photoluminescence in the 
visiblee range with intense emission efficiency at room temperature 
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[22].. Applications of nanocrystalline silicon materials have focused 
onn the development of a stable electroluminescence system for in-
tegratedd circuit processing and p — n junction fabrication [23]. A 
structurall  example of a porous-silicon-based device was presented 
inn Ref. [24], however, a better understanding of electrical activity 
andd carrier-transport mechanisms of the materials is required. 

Thee aim of the research presented in this thesis is to study silicon-
basedd luminescent materials which are suitable to perform functions in 
telecommunicationss and optoelectronic applications. Two systems, erbium-
dopedd silicon by implantation and silicon nanocrystals prepared by an 
electro-chemicall  method, have been chosen. Energy transfer in excita-
tionn and de-excitation processes of the two systems is investigated. The 
light-emissionn mechanisms are studied and discussed in detail. 

1.33 Erbium in silicon 

Al ll  rare-earth elements have a similar atomic configuration [Xe]4/n+16£2 

withh n = 1 -i-13 from Ce to Yb. When incorporated into a solid the rare 
earthss generally tend to form ions of trivalent charge state for which the 
electronicc configuration is given by [Xe]4/n. For erbium n — 11 leads to 
aa ion configuration [Xe]4/11. The radius of the 4/ shell and the Er3+ 

ionn are 0.431 and 0.881 A, respectively Following the Russell-Saunders 
schemee the orbital and spin momenta of the individual electrons couple 
separatelyy to total L = 6 and total S = 3/2. Spin-orbit interaction 
determiness the ground state as 4/is/2, the first excited state as AI\$/2 and 
thee higher excited states as 4Jn/2 and 4ig/2- The most useful techniques 
forr incorporation of erbium in silicon are ion implantation and molecular 
beamm epitaxy (MBE). The erbium concentrations which can be achieved 
withh these methods are 3x l020 cm- 3 and 1019 cm- 3, respectively [25, 26]. 
Co-implantationn of other impurities (C,F,N) and in particular of oxygen 
(O),, forms impurity-erbium complexes which enhance the solubility of 
erbiumm in silicon and hence the erbium photoluminescence intensity at 
loww temperatures [27, 28]. 

AA most effective experimental method to investigate erbium in silicon 
iss luminescence, because among the other methods the most informative 
technique,, electron paramagnetic resonance (EPR),.up to now has given 
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onlyy a very limited set of results contributing to the elucidation of the 
electronicc structure of erbium-related centers in silicon. The erbium ion is 
opticallyy excited from the ground state only to the first excited state sep-
aratedd by approximately 0.8 eV because the distance between the ground 
statee and the higher excited states exceeds the band gap energy of silicon. 
Thee emission of erbium is characterized by the lines corresponding to the 
4A3/22 t° 4/i5/2 transitions within the 4/ shell. Following the crystal-field 
analysiss the spectrum of a particular symmetry can be established; the 
positionss of all the spectral components can be fitted taking into account 
thee symmetry of the erbium-related optically active complexes. When er-
biumm is incorporated in silicon at a cubic-symmetry (Zd) site, the ground 
statee is split into three quartet Tg, one doublet Fj and one doublet TQ and 
thee first excited state is split into one ITV, two Tg and two TQ levels. The 
Er-relatedd photoluminescence lines at low temperature are then ascribed 
too transitions from the lowest level of the first excited state to levels of 
thee ground state. For a cubic center this will give rise to five lines in the 
1.5—1.66 /xra range. For a crystal field of lower symmetry every quartet 
T&T&  wil l split into two doublets; the spectrum, therefore, wil l exhibit eight 
lines.. The crystal-field splitting of erbium ions and possible transitions 
inn the 4/-shell have been investigated theoretically and experimentally 
[29,, 30, 31]. The radiative recombination rate of erbium is influenced by 
thee interaction between 4/ shell and crystal field, which can mix in states 
off  opposite parity. It is generally small and thus the emission efficiency or 
oscillatorr strength of the intra-4 ƒ shell transition is small and its radiative 
lifetimee is relatively long [32, 33]. 

1.44 Porous silicon 

Porouss silicon is a disordered system which consists of silicon nanocrys-
tallinee clusters of a few hundreds to a few thousands of atoms. The 
mainn technique to fabricate porous silicon materials is electro-chemical 
wherebyy the crystalline silicon is anodized in a HF-ethanol solution un-
derr a constant current density. The shapes and sizes of the nanocrys-
tallitess depend very much on the experimental parameters of the sample 
preparationn procedure [34]. Porous silicon has an enlarged direct band 
gapp which increases with decreasing size of the nanocrystals. Theoreti-
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call  calculations of the dependence of the silicon band gap on the size of 
nanocrystalss are presented and discussed in Ref. [35]. According to these 
calculationss a band gap, for example, of about 2 eV is obtained for silicon 
nanocrystallitess of 2.5 nm. The large surface-to-volume ratio in porous 
siliconn indicates the important role of surface states in the luminescence 
processess of porous silicon. The radiative efficiency of porous silicon at 
roomm temperature is in the order of 0.01—0.1 compared with 10- 4 of bulk 
silicon. . 

1.55 About the thesis 

Thiss thesis focuses on two systems: rare-earth erbium-doped silicon and 
porouss silicon investigated by photoluminescence. The experimental and 
theoreticall  results are shown to reveal insight into the mechanisms of 
thee light emission from erbium-doped silicon by implantation (chapters 
33 — 5) and from porous silicon fabricated by a chemical-electronic an-
odizationn method (chapter 6). Chapter 2 presents an overview on the 
rolee of weakly bound states in light emission processes of rare-earth ions 
dopedd semiconductors in the two most prominent systems: ytterbium in 
indiumm phosphide and erbium in silicon. Carriers related to the weakly 
boundd states of the host crystals interact with the atomic-like states as-
sociatedd with the inner core of the rare-earth ions. The energy transfer 
processess involving such states control both excitation and de-excitation 
pathss of the systems. The weakly bound states also dominate nonradia-
tivee mechanisms leading to the quenching of luminescence of rare earths 
inn semiconductors, especially at high temperatures. 

Chapterr 3 concerns the dependence of erbium photoluminescence in-
tensityy on excitation power. The experiments have been performed on 
differentt samples implanted with erbium and co-implanted with oxygen 
ions.. The power dependencies of luminescence intensity were measured 
underr the excitation by an Argon-ion laser with power in the range of 
0.11 mW to 1 W. The experimental results were analyzed based on theo-
reticall  calculations of energy-transfer kinetics of erbium in silicon, which 
weree basically developed by Bresier et al. [36]. The theoretical calcu-
lationss are performed with and without Auger processes in the erbium-
relatedd bound-exciton and excited erbium ions states with the aim of 
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verifyingg the quantitative agreement. 
Sincee valuable information on energy transfer mechanisms can be de-

ducedd from the temperature dependence of erbium photoluminescence 
intensityy and decay time, in chapter 4 the theoretical calculations of 
thee temperature dependence of photoluminescence intensities will be pre-
sentedd and compared with the experimental results for different kinds of 
sampless and with different excitation powers. From that, analyses the 
activationn energies responsible for individual paths of the energy transfer 
processess are obtained. The relation between erbium and silicon band-
edgee photoluminescence will also be presented and discussed in this chap-
ter. . 

Inn chapter 5 double-beam experiments with a pulsed Nd:YAG laser 
operatingg at 532 nm or a continuous wave (cw) solid state laser operat-
ingg at 820 nm wavelength and a mid-infrared pulse provided by a free-
electronn laser are applied to investigate in detail characteristic individ-
uall  energy-transfer paths in luminescence processes of erbium in silicon. 
Twoo effects, quenching and enhancement of the erbium photolumines-
cencee intensity induced by the mid-infrared illumination are observed 
andd discussed. The intermediate states including shallow-state centers 
off  effective-mass-theory characteristics are found to be involved in the 
energyy transfer mechanisms of erbium in silicon, whose occupations are 
influencedd by the mid-infrared pulse from the free-electron laser. 

Resultss on the optical properties of the yellow silicon-based fibers 
whichh are prepared by an electro-chemical anodization process are re-
portedd in chapter 6. The crystalline structures of the yellow silicon-based 
fiberss have been analyzed by several structure sensitive techniques, such 
ass X-ray Diffraction, optical and Atomic Force Microscopy and X-ray 
Photoelectronn Spectroscopy. The conclusion has been drawn that the yel-
loww silicon-based fibers consist of nanoscale silicon crystals which exhibit 
intensee luminescence in the visible region at room temperature. Chemical 
treatmentss in a hydrofluoric solution and Raman scattering spectroscopy 
measurementss have been performed and analyzed. The average diameter 
off  the spherical silicon nanocrystals in the yellow silicon-based fibers is 
foundd to be 2—3 nm. The nanocrystals are embedded in an imperfect 
siliconn oxide. 
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Chapterr 2 

Onn the role of weakly bound 
statess in light emission 
processess of rare-earth 
dopedd semiconductors 

Abstract Abstract 

ParticipationParticipation of weakly bound states in the energy transfer processes be-
tweentween rare-earth ions and a host semiconductor matrix is discussed. It 
isis argued that weakly bound extended states link the atomic-like states 
ofof the inner core of the rare-earth ion with states in the bands of the 
hosthost crystal. For the two most investigated systems, ytterbium in indium 
phosphidephosphide (InP:Yb) and erbium in silicon (Si:Er), an important role of 
thesethese states at various stages of excitation and de-excitation mechanisms 
isis shown. Models of the energy transfer process with the formation of a 
weaklyweakly bound intermediate state are discussed. Experiments supporting 
thethe involvement of these states are reviewed. For the Si:Er system the 
multi-stagemulti-stage excitation mechanism is discussed. 

11 1 
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2.11 Introductio n 

Dopingg of semiconducting crystals with rare-earth (RE) ions offers a 
possibilityy of creating optical systems whose emissions are character-
izedd by sharp, atomic-like spectra with a predictable and temperature-
independentt wavelength. These very attractive features follow from the 
factt that the photoluminescence (PL) emitted by a rare-earth ion is due to 
internall  transitions in the incompletely filled 4/-electron shell. This shell 
iss localized in the core of the ion with the 4/-electrons wave functions 
beingg less extended than those of the outer lying 5s- and 5p-electrons. 
Thee outer electronic shells are usually complete and provide a very ef-
fectivee screening of the 4/-electron shell from an external influence and 
effectivelyy prevent the 4/-electrons from bonding to the host electrons. 
Therefore,, the emission spectrum of the rare-earth ion in crystals is usu-
allyy very similar to that of an isolated ion and is only weakly perturbed by 
ann environment of a particular host crystal. However, the very weak in-
teractionn of the 4/ shell with the host states makes standard mechanisms 
off  the impurity luminescence excitation inefficient. In particular, com-
monn carrier exchange (direct electron-hole recombination) is less likely. 
Thee only mechanism that may be utilized in the excitation of the 4/-
shelll  is the nonradiative energy transfer. In ionic hosts and molecular 
systemss the energy transfer usually proceeds between some defects with 
allowedd optical transitions (energy donors) and the rare-earth ions (en-
ergyy acceptors). In the luminescence excitation process the first stage is 
thee optical excitation of the energy donor. Then the excitation energy 
(usuallyy after some energy loss to phonons necessary to fulfil l the energy 
matchh condition) is nonradiatively transferred (either via some multipo-
larr or exchange mechanism) to the 4/-shell. In semiconductors the first 
stagee may involve the host band states (electron-hole pair generation) 
andd may be quite efficient. Optimization of the excitation process is thus 
reducedd to finding an appropriate bound state for the electron-hole pair 
inn the vicinity of the rare-earth ion. It is obvious, that despite the local-
izedd character of the emitting 4/-shell, the key players in the excitation 
pathh are the weakly localized host states such as excitons and extended 
impurity-relatedd bound states. Understanding and then control of the 
processess governing the energy transfer between the host extended states 
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Figuree 2.1: Photoluminescence spectrum observed for Yb-doped InP upon 
ArAr++  laser excitation at X = 514-5 nm; temperature T = J^.2 K. 

andd the inner 4/-electron core of the optically active rare-earth ion are of 
utmostt importance for the development of efficient optoelectronic devices 
basedd on RE-doped semiconductors. 

Outt of many possible combinations, research activity is mostly con-
centratedd on the two particular systems: ytterbium in InP and erbium in 
Si.. InP:Yb is especially suitable for research as it exhibits an intense emis-
sionn spectrum which shows littl e dependence on particularities of sample 
preparation.. For Si:Er, the interest is fueled by prospects of applications 
ass the confidence is growing that doping with erbium constitutes one of 
thee most promising approaches to silicon on-chip photon communication. 
Fromm the practical point of view Si:Er emerges as a perfect system where 
thee most advanced and successful silicon technology can be used to man-
ufacturee optical elements whose emission coincides with an absorption 
minimumm of silica fibers commonly used in telecommunications. How-
ever,, the success of silicon photonics based on erbium doping is crucially 
dependentt on the progress in increasing the efficiency of light genera-
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Figuree 2.2: Photoluminescence spectra observed for Er-doped Czochralski-
growngrown (Cz-Si:Er) and float-zoned (Fz-Si:Er) silicon measured at temper-
atureature T = 4-2 K using the 514-5 nm Ar+ laser line for excitation. 

tionn and in overcoming the temperature quenching of luminescence. This 
cannott be achieved before fundamental aspects of the physics governing 
thee energy transfer between the rare-earth ion core and a semiconductor 
matrixx are understood. 

Representativee photoluminescence spectra of the two semiconductors: 
rare-earthh ion systems discussed here are depicted in Figs 2.1 and 2.2 
forr InP:Yb and Si:Er, respectively. The InP:Yb sample was prepared by 
liquidd phase epitaxy (LPE) in a graphite sliding-boat system by a super-
coolingg process at high growth temperatures up to 800°C. It exhibited 
p-typee conductivity with a carrier concentration of p — 7x l016 cm- 3 at 
roomm temperature. The Si:Er samples were prepared by ion implantation. 
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Thee p-type Czochralski silicon sample (Cz-Si:Er) was implanted with er-
biumm ions at an energy of 320 keV (erbium peak concentration of 5x l017 

cm- 3) .. The float-zoned, n-type silicon sample (Fz-Si:Er) was implanted 
withh erbium ions at an energy of 1.1 MeV to a total dose of 1014 cm~2 

att a temperature of 500°C. In all cases the rare-earth ion is present in a 
3++ charge state. The ground and excited states are determined by the 
spin-orbitt interaction and the observed structure of the rare-earth related 
luminescencee emission is due to crystal-field splitting of the ground state. 
Inn the case of InP:Yb (Fig. 2.1) practically an identical Yb-related photo-
luminescencee emission around 1000 nm wavelength (1.24 eV) is observed 
inn differently prepared samples [1, 2, 3, 4, 5]. Three other lines in the InP 
band-gapp region, i.e., at A = 878 nm (1.412 eV), 897 nm (1.382 eV) and 
9266 nm (1.339 eV), are attributed to donor bound-exciton recombination 
(DBE),, donor-acceptor pair recombination (DAP^p) and phonon replica 
off  the donor-acceptor recombination ( D A P L O) with ÏUU^Q = 43 meV 
[6,, 7], respectively. In contrast, for Si:Er several different optically active 
Er-relatedd centers have been reported [8]. Their simultaneous occurrence 
multipliess the number of observed PL lines around 1540 nm (0.805 eV). 
Also,, an Er3"1" ion embedded in other semiconductors, such as GaAs [9], 
GaPP [10] and SiC [11], gives photoluminescence spectra similar to those 
depictedd in Fig. 2.2. At low temperature, T = 4.2 K, near silicon band-
gapp emissions are also observed as no-phonon line of the radiative decay 
off  bound exciton (BE^p) at about 1078.5 nm (1.149 eV), its transverse 
acousticc mode (BETA, ^TA

 = 18.4 meV) and transverse optic mode 
(BETO,(BETO, tu^To = ^ m eV ) recombinations [12]. The BE-related recombi-
nationss for p-type and n-type silicon are very similar. The luminescence 
liness in the range from 1200 nm to 1500 nm are usually assigned to lattice 
damagee developed during sample implantation. 

2.22 Energy transfer mechanism 

Thee atomic character of the 4/-electron shell which determines the at-
tractivee features of RE-related photoluminescence is also responsible for 
thee low efficiency of the excitation mechanism and the long lifetime of the 
excitedd state. The energy transfer to and from the 4/-electron core is in-
fluencedfluenced if the rare-earth ion introduces a level within the band gap of the 
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hostt material. The existence and the characteristics of this RE-related 
levell  are crucial for the properties of the rare-earth ion-semiconductor 
matrixx system and form the basis to the understanding of the energy 
transferr mechanisms. 

Rare-earthh impurities generally introduce three types of electronic 
statess in semiconductors. Most important for the luminescence are the 
4/-likee states. They are localized within the core of the rare-earth ion 
andd practically do not participate in the bonding. In most cases, the elec-
tronicc configuration of the 4/-shell corresponds to a 3+ charge state of the 
rare-earthh [13, 14]. The trivalent character of the rare-earth ion indicates 
thatt in III- V compounds they may form isoelectronic traps. Although a 
detailedd mechanism of the formation of such states is still debatable [15], 
theyy were experimentally found and identified in RE-doped InP crystals 
[2,, 3]. In Si and II-V I compounds the 3+ charge state of the core implies 
thee existence of a Coulomb potential, and thus a possibility of the for-
mationn of effective-mass hydrogenic donor or acceptor states. However, 
thee very large difference of the ionic radii of the rare-earth and cations of 
thee host matrix and the tendency to form non sp3 bonds with the host 
anionss implies very large central cell corrections, that may finally cause 
implosionn of the extended electron (hole) wave function and creation of 
aa localized state. Unfortunately, no such state has yet been identified. 

Thee RE-related luminescence can be excited electrically (electrolumi-
nescence)) by carrier injection or optically (photoluminescence) by exci-
tationn with the energy exceeding the energy gap of the host material. 
Accordingg to current theoretical models, these excitation paths are re-
latedd to two different Auger-type energy transfer processes. In electro-
luminescencee the rare-earth excitation is accomplished either by impact 
collisionn with a hot electron from the conduction band or by generation 
off  an electron-hole pair in a forward biased p-n junction. In case of 
photoluminescence,, an electron and a hole become localized nearby an 
opticallyy active rare-earth center and the core excitation is achieved by 
theirr subsequent recombination involving participation of the 4/-electron 
shell.. Such a multi-stage optical excitation mechanism for Si:Er has been 
recentlyy confirmed by a direct experiment. It has been shown for the 
Fz-Si:Err samples that the excitation path can be effectively disrupted by 
ann intense infrared pulse from a free-electron laser [16, 17]. Consequently, 
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Figuree 2.3: Schematic illustration of the multi-stage excitation and de-
excitationexcitation mechanisms of a rare-earth erbium ion in a silicon matrix. 
AlternativeAlternative relaxation paths are also indicated. 

thee PL intensity is quenched upon short application of the free-electron 
laserr irradiation after the pulsed excitation laser. 

2.33 States active in the excitation mechanism 

2.3.11 RE-related weakly bound states 

Thee multi-stage optical excitation mechanism is schematically illustrated 
inn Fig. 2.3 where also alternative relaxations hampering its efficiency are 
indicated.. The formation of the intermediate state, which constitutes a 
mostt important step, is usually related to a level with small binding en-
ergy.. In theoretical models of the excitation mechanism of rare-earth ions 
inn semiconductors the formation of an RE-related level in the band gap 
off  the host crystal is postulated. In the excitonic energy transfer mecha-
nismm an exciton is bound to the rare-earth ion forming this intermediate 
state.. A quantitative calculation and analysis of experimental data on 
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thee dependence of photoluminescence intensity on excitation power and 
temperaturee wil l be presented in chapters 3 and 4. 

Forr InP:Yb it is accepted that a substitutional Yb3+ ion generates 
aa shallow donor level with an ionization energy of approximately 30 — 
400 meV [2, 3]. This has been confirmed by deep level transient spec-
troscopyy (DLTS) measurements [18]. Electrons generated upon optical 
excitationn are trapped at this state. However, it is expected that capture 
off  an electron in an extended state will not affect the 4 ƒ shell appreciably. 
Inn support of this assumption the electron paramagnetic resonance (EPR) 
signall  related to Yb in InP has not been reported to change. The origin 
off  the binding potential has not yet been clearly established [15]. As the 
rare-earthh is neutral with respect to the lattice, the negatively charged 
trapp attracts a hole and, most likely, an "isoelectronically" bound exci-
tonn is formed. By the capture of an electron and then a hole, the center 
storess the energy that can be then transferred to the inner 4/-shell. This 
processs is similar to the well-known nonradiative Auger-type quenching 
inn the recombination of excitons bound to neutral donors (three particle 
process).. The excess energy is emitted as phonons. It should be noted 
thatt the process opposite to the excitation (energy back transfer) is also 
possiblee and its presence has been claimed by Takahei and Taguchi as 
responsiblee for a complicated temperature dependence of the ytterbium 
photoluminescencee intensity [19]. 

I tt is quite likely that a similar process occurs also in silicon [20]. Here, 
however,, the situation is more complex, as formally the substitutional 
rare-earthh may introduce only an acceptor level. Experimentally, the 
generationn of a donor state is inferred from the fact that a silicon crystal 
usuallyy converts to n-type upon erbium implantation. In oxygen-rich Er-
dopedd silicon, a donor level at approximately 150 meV below conduction 
bandd has been detected by DLTS [21]. For the actual origin of this donor 
levell  different explanations have been proposed. Based on total energy 
calculationss Needels et al. [15] argued that a level of small binding energy 
mightt be created due to mixing of the d states of Er3+ ion with conduc-
tionn band states of the silicon crystal. On the other hand, the generation 
off  high concentrations of donor centers is experimentally linked to a high 
oxygenn content and, consequently, the donor level has been associated 
withh the formation of erbium-oxygen complexes [21]. Finally, Masterov 
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andd Gerchikov [22] proposed that upon heavy implantation with erbium 
"molecules""  of erbium silicide or erbium oxide are formed depending on 
thee available oxygen content. These can be approximated as spherical 
quantumm dots and shown to introduce shallow bound donor levels in the 
bandd gap. An electron captured at the donor level can subsequently re-
combinee nonradiatively with a free hole from the valence band, or with 
aa hole localized in the effective-mass potential induced by the trapped 
electron,, and transfer energy to the 4/-shell of erbium. The energy mis-
matchh can be accommodated either by phonon emission or by free carrier 
excitation.. In a somewhat different model [23] the initial localization of 
ann electron at the Er-related donor level creates an effective exciton trap; 
inn this case an electron-electron-hole system is created upon binding of 
ann exciton and the excess energy during the core excitation process can 
noww be absorbed by the second electron which is emitted from the donor 
levell  into the conduction band. Regardless of the details of the excitation 
mechanism,, a crucial role of the formation of a donor level for the energy 
transferr to the erbium core is always invoked. 

2.3.22 Alternativ e recombination channels 

Otherr centers whose presence in the material is not directly related to 
thee rare-earth ions, e.g., shallow donor or acceptor background doping or 
implantationn damage, have a profound influence on the efficiency of the 
rare-earthh excitation offering alternative relaxation paths, as schemati-
callyy indicated in Fig. 2.3. In the initial part of the excitation process 
thee presence of shallow states provides competing exciton traps. Fig. 2.4 
comparess the intensities of optically excited phosphorus-bound exciton 
withh Er PL bands observed in the Fz-Si:Er sample upon application of 
ann electric field. As the field increases shallow relaxation channels are 
graduallyy blocked as the result of impact ionization by energized free car-
rierss thus promoting recombinations via deeper levels. As can be seen, 
thee Er-related photoluminescence starts to increase at the same thresh-
oldd field value for which the phosphorus bound-exciton line quenches; for 
stilll  higher fields also the erbium photoluminescence intensity lowers. The 
resultss depicted in Fig. 2.4 show that phosphorus donors and Er-related 
centerss compete in exciton localization. It may also be concluded that the 
excitonn binding energy is bigger for Er-related traps suggesting a larger 
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Figuree 2.4: Normalized photoluminescence intensity of phosphorus-bound 
excitonexciton and erbium measured in the erbium implanted n-type silicon sam-
pleple (Fz-Si:Er) as a function of an applied external DC electric field. The 
experimentexperiment was performed at 4-2 K with Ar+ laser excitation power 100 
mWmW (\ = 514-5 nm). Note change of scale at PL intensity = 1. 

ionizationn energy of the relevant donor level. 
Ass indicated in Fig. 2.3, alternative recombinations of a RE-related 

intermediatee state form a second important process parasitizing on rare-
earthh excitation. The Auger process involving the energy transfer to 
extendedd carriers is known to be the most efficient quenching mechanism 
inn luminescence of localized centers [24]. Interestingly, in case of the 
Mn2++ luminescence in CdF2 the exchange mechanism dominates quench-
ingg by electrons bound to shallow donors, while it is primarily the dipolar 
mechanismm in the Auger quenching by free carriers. In any case, the car-
rierr concentration at which the Auger effect starts to be seen is in the 
10144 — 1016 cm- 3 range [25]. The effective shortening of the fluorescence 
lifetimee up to 220 K in the presence of free carriers was experimentally 
demonstratedd in a two-beam experiment for erbium in GaAs [26]. In 
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thiss case pulsed excitation (Nd:YAG laser) has been applied to a sam-
plee simultaneously illuminated with a continuous beam from an Ar laser 
operatingg at different power levels providing thus an adjustable equilib-
riumm concentration of free carriers. The influence of free carriers on the 
excitationn mechanism has been inferred from the decrease of the photolu-
minescencee intensity for higher intensities of the background illumination 
laser.. A similar conclusion has been reached from a detailed study of 
Si:Err luminescence [27]. 

2.44 States active in the de-excitation path 

Thee radiative transition probability between the rare-earth levels originat-
ingg from the 4/-shell is usually very small; most commonly the radiative 
lifetimee is in the millisecond range. Major nonradiative processes in insu-
latingg crystals doped with rare earths are either multiphonon relaxations 
orr a variety of energy transfer phenomena involving other rare-earth ions. 
Thee presence of delocalized carriers (either free or weakly bound) in semi-
conductorss opens new channels specific for these materials. 

2.4.11 Back transfer  process 

Thee back transfer process [28] is generally held responsible for the high-
temperaturee quenching of rare-earth photoluminescence intensity and life-
time.. During the back transfer the last step of the excitation process 
depictedd in Fig. 2.3 is reversed; at the expense of the core excitation of 
thee rare-earth ion the intermediate stage is recreated. The activation 
energyy of such a process is equal to the energy mismatch which has to 
bee accommodated during the excitation and is therefore determined by 
thee ionization energy of the donor center introduced by rare-earth doping 
intoo the host material. From experiments on the temperature dependence 
off  continuous wave (cw) erbium photoluminescence it is concluded that 
thee back transfer process takes place at temperatures T > 100 K with an 
activationn energy of about 100 meV; these experiments are presented in 
chapterr 4. 
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2.4.22 Auger-type quenching 

Similarr as for the excitation mechanism, shallow centers available in the 
hostt exert also a profound influence on nonradiative relaxations of rare-
earthh ions. A very effective mechanism of such a nonradiative recom-
binationn is the impurity Auger process involving an energy transfer to 
conductionn electrons. This process can be seen as opposite to the impact 
excitationn mechanism of electroluminescence of erbium in silicon. For the 
Si:Err system direct evidence of the importance of the energy transfer to 
conduction-bandd electrons has recently been given by investigation of the 
temperaturee quenching of photoluminescence intensity for samples with 
differentt background doping [29]. In this experiment the activation energy 
off  the temperature quenching directly identified the ionization process of 
thee shallow dopant (B for p-type and P for n-type) as responsible for the 
effect. . 

Freee carriers were also shown to govern the effective lifetime of the 
excitedd state of erbium in silicon. In a double-beam experiment a He-
Nee laser, operating in a continuous mode in addition to the chopped Ar 
laser,, was used to provide an equilibrium background concentration of 
freee carriers. Under these conditions shortening of the lifetime has been 
concluded.. The effect was proportional to the square root of power of the 
backgroundd illumination [27]. Since the exciton recombination dominated 
thee relaxation, such a result indicates that the efficiency of the lifetime 
quenchingg is related to the free-carrier concentration. 

2.55 Conclusions 

Althoughh the optical processes of the rare-earth dopants are governed by 
ann atomic-like 4/-shell, communication of these localized states with the 
hostt semiconductor states proceeds via extended electronic levels. The 
energyy transfer processes involving such states control not only the exci-
tationn path, but the evidence grows that they also dominate nonradiative 
mechanismm quenching the luminescence of rare earths in semiconductors. 
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Chapterr  3 

Photoluminescencee of 
erbium-dopedd silicon: 
excitationn power 
dependence e 

Abstract Abstract 

PhotoluminescencePhotoluminescence measurements have been performed on float-zoned and 
Czochralski-grownCzochralski-grown silicon samples which were doped with erbium by ion 
implantationimplantation with and without oxygen co-implantation. An erbium-doped 
samplesample grown by a molecular beam epitaxy method and an amorphous 
siliconsilicon sample were included in the experiments as well. The characteris-
tictic luminescence spectra in the wavelength range between 1.5 and 1.6 \xm 
werewere observed. Differences in the multiple line structure of the spectra 
indicatedindicated that the active luminescent centers have different symmetries 
andand atomic structures. The dependence of the luminescence intensity on 
thethe laser excitation power was measured. Experimental observations are 
analyzedanalyzed on the basis of a physical model which includes the formation 
ofof free excitons, the binding of excitons to erbium ions, the excitation of 
AA f-inner-shell electrons of erbium ions and their subsequent decay by light 
emission.emission. To obtain a quantitative agreement between model analysis and 
experimentalexperimental data the consideration of Auger processes by which erbium-
boundbound excitons and erbium ions in excited state can decay by dissipating 
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energyenergy to conduction band electrons appears to be required. The lumi-
nescentnescent properties of the erbium-doped samples of the different types of 
crystallinecrystalline silicon are remarkably similar. A good quantitative agreement 
cancan be obtained for suitable values of the model parameters. 

3.11 Introductio n 

Inn recent years a great research activity has been devoted to rare-earth 
impuritiess in silicon and semiconductor compounds with the objective 
off  investigating basic physical properties and developing related electro-
opticall  applications [1]. Erbium-doped silicon is intensively investigated 
sincee the luminescence of erbium occurs in the wavelength region of min-
imumm loss and dispersion of glass fibers. 

Thee characteristic luminescence of erbium is due to electronic transi-
tionss within the 4/ shell between states of which energy differences are 
primarilyy determined by spin-orbit coupling. For an isolated erbium ion 
electricc dipole transitions between such states are not allowed. In a silicon 
crystall  the transitions become possible if due to the presence of a ligand 
fieldfield the local symmetry is lowered and states of opposite parity become 
mixed.. It has been found that erbium ions can be incorporated in silicon 
onn sites of different symmetries [2, 3, 4] and have a strong propensity to 
formm complexes with other impurities [5]. This gives rise to structurally 
differentt erbium-related centers which are characterized by individual lu-
minescencee spectra [6]. For the formation of complexes the presence of 
oxygenn appears to be especially important [7, 8, 9]. It has been reported 
thatt the photoluminescence intensity of Er- and Er,0-doped Czochralski 
siliconn (Cz-Si) is always higher than that observed in float-zoned sili-
conn (Fz-Si) [10, 11]. The particular role of oxygen as a co-dopant in the 
enhancementt of erbium-related photoluminescence is, however, not estab-
lishedd in sufficient detail. In an extended X-ray absorption fine structure 
(EXAFS)) study, Adler et al. [12] found that the first neighbor shell of 
thee erbium ion in Cz-Si comprises four to six oxygen atoms which are re-
sponsiblee for the optical activity of the complex. In Fz-Si an erbium ion 
iss surrounded by twelve silicon atoms yielding an optically inactive com-
plex.. Based on these findings they concluded that the higher intensity in 
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Cz-Sii  is due to the formation of erbium-oxygen complexes. Przybylinska 
etet al. [13, 14] identified more than 100 distinct lines in photoluminescence 
spectraa of erbium-implanted silicon and ascribed them to different types 
off  erbium centers: isolated erbium ions at cubic and non-cubic symmetry 
sites,, erbium-oxygen complexes and centers related to clusters of erbium 
withh residual radiation defects. All these results underline the relevance 
off  oxygen in the formation of optically active erbium centers and the 
enhancementt of the photoluminescence yield. 

Valuablee information on the excitation and de-excitation mechanisms 
cann be deduced from the dependence of the photoluminescence intensity 
onn the excitation power and the temperature. A comprehensive theo-
reticall  treatment of the energy transfer in the Er-in-Si system, also ac-
countingg for temperature effects, was developed by Bresier et al. [15]. 
Recently,, Palm et al. [16] proposed a set of rate equations to describe 
thee photoluminescence of erbium in silicon and pointed out the impor-
tancee of nonradiative energy transfer processes involving conduction band 
electrons. . 

Inn this chapter photoluminescence measurements on both float-zoned, 
oxygenn lean, and Czochralski-grown, oxygen rich, silicon samples doped 
withh erbium are presented. The same experiments were performed on a 
samplee grown by a molecular beam epitaxy method as well. Some con-
trastingg results obtained on an amorphous sample are also reported. By 
thee multiple component structure in the spectra the existence of erbium-
relatedd centers of different symmetry, cubic and non-cubic, is confirmed. 
Thee laser power dependence was measured and is described by an exci-
tationn mechanism involving free and bound exciton intermediate states. 
Resultss are analyzed on the basis of a physical model with the aim of 
verifyingg the quantitative agreement. 

3.22 Experiment 

Inn the experiments the following five kinds of materials were used. 
1.. Float-zoned, n-type phosphorus-doped, <100>-oriented silicon 

wafers,, labeled Fz-Si:Er. The room-temperature resistivity of this mate-
riall  was 0.7—0.9 Qcm. The samples were implanted with erbium ions at an 
energyy of 1.1 MeV to total doses in the range of lx lO 12 to 5x l015 cm- 2. 
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Implantationss were performed at 500°C. No additional heat treatment 
hass been applied [17]. 

2.. A p-type Czochralski-grown silicon sample with oxygen concen-
trationn of 2x l018 cm- 3 . The sample was implanted with erbium ions at 
ann energy of 320 keV, to an erbium peak concentration of 5x l017 cm- 3. 
Thee sample is designated as Cz-Si:Er. 

3.. Other p-type Cz-Si material with room-temperature resistivity of 
11 to 10 $7cm. Wafers were implanted with erbium ions, at an energy 
off  1.2 MeV, to a dose of 1013 cm- 2, and co-implanted with oxygen ions 
off  energy 0.17 MeV to a dose of 1014 cm- 2. Such samples are labeled 
ass Cz-Si:Er,0. To optimize the luminescence output the samples were 
subsequentlyy annealed for 0.5 hour at the temperature of 900°C in a 
chlorine-containingg atmosphere [18, 19]. 

4.. An erbium-doped crystalline silicon layer of about 2 fjxn thickness 
grownn by a molecular beam epitaxy (MBE) method. This sample is la-
beledd as MBE-Si:Er. The growth process was performed in a vacuum of 
2x l0~77 mbar at temperature 600°C. The sample was subsequently an-
nealedd in a vacuum chamber at 700°C for 30 minutes. It exhibited n-type 
conductivityy with erbium concentration of 5x l018 cm- 3, as characterized 
byy secondary ion mass spectroscopy (SIMS) [20]. 

5.. An amorphous silicon sample designated as a-Si:Er. This sam-
plee was prepared by magnetron-assisted silane decomposition technique, 
wherebyy mixtures of Ar, SiH4 and H2 are used as sputtering gas. The sil-
iconn targets were partially covered by small metallic platelets of erbium. 
AA film of 1 p,m was deposited on a fused silica substrate. The erbium 
concentrationn measured by Rutherford back scattering was lx lO 20 cm- 3 

[21]. . 
Thee photoluminescence was excited by the 514.5 nm line of an Ar+-

ionn laser (Spectra-Physics Stabilite 2016-05s). The laser power could be 
variedd from 0.1 to 1000 mW. This corresponded to an excitation power 
inn the spot of about 1 mm diameter measured in front of the sample 
inn the range from 1 fj,W to 10 mW. The emitted light was dispersed 
byy a high-resolution 1.5 m F/12 grating monochromator (Jobin-Yvon 
THRR 1500) and detected by a liquid-nitrogen cooled North-Coast EO-
8177 germanium detector. Variation of the photoluminescence yield as a 
functionn of excitation power was measured with the sample immersed in 
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Figuree 3.1: Photoluminescence spectra measured at 4-2 K for (a) sample 
ofof Cz-Si:Er, 0, (b) sample of MBE-Sv.Er, (c) sample of Fz-Si:Er and (d) 
samplesample of a-Si:Er. The arrows [c]  indicate the spectral components due 
toto emission of the cubic center, mainly present in the Czochralski-grown 
samples;samples; the arrows [oj relate to the erbium-oxygen complexes which are 
enhancedenhanced in MBE-silicon samples, the arrows [nc] label the structural 
componentscomponents belonging to a center of lower symmetry prevailing in the 
float-zonedfloat-zoned samples. In the amorphous silicon samples the erbium-related 
PLPL line is designated by the arrow [a-Er]. 
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liquidd helium, at 4.2 K. 

3.33 Experimental results 

Inn Fig. 3.1 the erbium-related photoluminescence (PL) spectra measured 
forr the Cz-Si:Er,0 (a), MBE-Si:Er (b), Fz-Si:Er (c) and a-Si:Er (d) sam-
pless at the temperature of 4.2 K are shown. The data were obtained 
withh laser power set to 100 mW, corresponding to power incident on the 
samplee of about 1 mW. For the float-zoned material the spectrum was 
takenn for a sample implanted to a dose of lx l0 1 3cm~2. This particular 
samplee was chosen for the more detailed studies as reported here following 
ann investigation of the PL intensity dependence on erbium-implantation 
dose,, as presented in Fig. 3.2. In these preceding measurements, it was 
observedd that the PL intensity increases with implantation dose from 
10122 to 1013 cm- 2 , corresponding to erbium peak concentrations of ap-
proximatelyy 4x l016 cm- 3 and 4x l017 cm- 3, respectively, as revealed by 
Rutherfordd back-scattering (RBS) and secondary ion mass spectroscopy 
[17,, 22]. For higher doses the PL intensity stabilized and then decreased. 

Previouss studies of the erbium-related photoluminescence revealed 
thatt the spectrum measured at liquid-helium temperature consists of a 
high-intensityy peak around the wavelength A = 1.54 /mi, possibly hav-
ingg some nearly coincident components, and several lines with smaller 
intensityy on the lower energy side of the main feature [2, 6, 7, 8, 9]. In 
oxygen-leann material usually a weaker photoluminescence spectrum than 
inn Czochralski material is observed. From high-resolution PL studies on 
aa wide range of erbium-implanted silicon samples Jantsch et al. [9] and 
Przybilinskaa et al. [14] reported that two high-intensity lines with the 
wavenumberss a = 6507.5 cm- 1 (A = 1536.7 nm) and a = 6508.5 cm- 1 

(AA  = 1536.5 nm) were observed in Cz-Si but not in Fz-Si, while other 
non-cubicc centers could be detected in both materials. They suggested to 
ascribee these emissions to erbium-oxygen complexes. In Fig. 3.1(a) the 
fourr PL lines at wavelengths A = 1538 nm ( wavenumber a = 6502 cm- 1) , 
15566 nm (6427 cm"1) , 1575 nm (6349 cm"1), 1598 nm (6257 cm"1), re-
spectively,, marked by arrows [c], which are commonly assigned to an 
erbium-relatedd center of cubic symmetry, are more prominently present 
inn implanted Cz-Si samples. For the MBE-Si:Er sample, Fig. 3.1(b), 
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Figuree 3.2: Integrated photoluminescence intensity versus implantation 
dosedose measured for the float-zoned silicon sample doped with erbium by ion 
implantation,implantation, Fz-Si:Er. Temperature T = 4-2 K. 

thee PL spectrum consists of six main lines at wavelengths A = 1536.5 
nmm {a = 6508.5 cm"1), 1545 nm (6472.5 cm"1), 1567 nm (6382 cm"1), 
1583.55 nm (6315 cm"1), 1605 nm (6230 cm"1) and 1620 nm (6173 cm"1). 
Thesee PL lines are assigned to erbium-oxygen complexes and are marked 
byy arrows [o]. In the case of Fz-Si:Er, the set of eight lines marked by ar-
rowss [nc] is most probably related to erbium luminescent centers of lower 
symmetry,, Fig. 3.1(c). These lines are located at wavelengths A = 1539.5 
nmm (6495.5 cm"1), 1548 nm ( 6460 cm"1), 1550 nm (6451 cm"1), 1559 
nmm ( 6415 cm"1), 1576.2 nm (6344.3 cm"1), 1586 nm (6305 cm"1), 1595.3 
nmm (6268.4 cm"1) and 1614.2 nm (6195 cm"1). At last, in Fig. 3.1(d) the 
prominentt photoluminescence emission for a-Si:Er at A = 1539 nm (a = 
64988 cm- 1) is close to the first PL line of the Fz-Si. This erbium-related 
emissionn in amorphous silicon material is designated by the [a-Er] arrow. 

Followingg the generally adopted interpretation, we can conclude that 
inn the materials used in the present experiments spectra originating from 
cubic,, non-cubic centers and a center related to oxygen-erbium complexes 
weree observed. For the Cz-Si:Er,0 sample the emission at 1538 nm of 
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thee cubic center dominates the spectrum. For the MBE-Si:Er sample 
emissionss from lower-symmetry oxygen-erbium complexes are enhanced 
inn the photoluminescence spectrum. In the spectra obtained for the Fz-Si 
andd the amorphous materials the non-cubic centers seem to prevail. 

Thee excitation power dependence of the photoluminescence intensity 
wass measured for all five kinds of samples. Results are presented in Figs 
3.3(a)) to 3.3(e) for a sample temperature of 4.2 K obtained by immersing 
sampless in liquid helium. Power dependencies are plotted in terms of 
normalizedd luminescence intensity I as a function of normalized excitation 
powerr P, as will be discussed in the next section. Results were fitted by 
thee formula 

I(P)I(P) = ^= , (3.1) 

wheree (5 is an adjustable parameter representing the physical elements of 
thee luminescence process. The solid curves in Fig. 3.3(a) for Fz-Si:Er, 
Fig.. 3.3(b) for Cz-Si:Er, Fig. 3.3(c) for Cz-Si:Er,0, Fig. 3.3(d) for MBE-
Si:Err and Fig. 3.3(e) for a-Si:Er correspond to the computer fits by above 
expressionn with j3 = 2.63, 2.73, 2.25, 3.3 and —0.25, respectively. In these 
fivee cases a normalized power P = 1 corresponds to laser set powers of 
36,, 14, 3, 155 and 420 mW, respectively. For the Cz-Si doped with both 
erbiumm and oxygen by implantation the saturation level is approached 
mostt closely for lower excitation power; the MBE silicon sample needs 
moree excitation power and the amorphous silicon sample is most difficult 
too saturate. In all cases the saturation level is substantially reduced for 
higherr temperatures, but no systematic quantitative observations were 
madee for this effect. 

3.44 Discussion 

3.4.11 Mechanism of the photoluminescence 

Too understand the dependence of the erbium-related photoluminescence 
onn excitation power, as well as on temperature, the overall process of 
energyy transfer in the erbium-doped silicon crystal must be considered 
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Figuree 3.3: Photoluminescence intensity, measured at 4-2 K, in normal-
izedized units I, as a function of excitation power, both in units mW of laser 
powerpower and in normalized units P for (a) Fz-Si:Er, (b) Cz-Si:Er, (c) Cz-
Si:Er,Si:Er, O, (d) MBE-Si:Er and (e) a-Si:Er. Experimental data points
andand theoretical curves according to formula 3.1 with fitting parameters (3 
==  2.63, 2.13, 2.25, 3.3 and -0.25, respectively. 
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inn detail. In the currently commonly accepted physical model this is the 
multi-stepp process schematically illustrated in Fig. 3.4. The participating 
speciess are free electrons and holes with concentration n, free excitons 
withh concentration nx, erbium-bound excitons with concentration nxb 
andd erbium ions in an excited state with concentration nEr. The forward 
processs of energy transfer leading to photoluminescence starts with the 
generationn of free electrons and holes, to equal concentrations, at the rate 
GG by the incident laser light. These free carriers can combine into free 
excitonss following a second-order process with the rate 7xn2. Trapping 
off  the free excitons at free erbium sites will be proportional to both the 
concentrationn of the free excitons and the concentration of available free 
erbiumm sites. This latter concentration is written as the total erbium 
concentrationn JIET multiplied by the fraction of free sites \{JIET— nxb)/riEr}-
Erbium-boundd excitons can transfer their energies in an impurity Auger 
processs to the 4/ electrons in the inner core of the erbium ion with a 
transferr time r* . At the same time a hot carrier accepting the excess 
energyy E A is formed. This process can only happen for erbium ions still 
inn their ground state, i.e., to the fraction [(n£r — nEr)/riEr]-  At high 
excitationn power the fractions given between the square brackets tend 
too zero and counteract further energy transfer. The exhaustion of the 
availablee erbium centers results in saturation of the luminescence output. 
Inn the last step, the luminescence follows from decay of excited erbium 
ionss nEr with the time constant T&. The photoluminescence as measured 
inn the experiments is proportional to the decay rate TL*ET(T^. This decay, 
fromm an erbium 4i"i3/2 excited to the 4/is/2 ground state, is an internal 
atomicc transition and is expected to have a temperature-independent time 
constant. . 

Reversee processes are indicated in Fig. 3.4 by the arrows pointing 
inn the left direction. They include the dissociation of free excitons into 
freee electrons and holes, fnx, the release of excitons from their erbium 
trappingg sites, cf^n^Nx, and a back-transfer process in which an erbium-
boundd exciton is recreated starting from an excited erbium ion, nErfi/r*. 
Inn those reverse processes the energy increases and they are therefore 
thermallyy activated by energies characteristic for the distinct processes, 
whichh are in the 10 to 100 meV range. Reverse processes are suppressed at 
thee lowest temperatures. They reduce the luminescence output, although 
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Figuree 3.4: Two-stream model for the photo-excitation of erbium lumi-
nescencenescence showing generation and loss of free electrons n, free excitons nx, 
erbium-bounderbium-bound excitons nx{ , and erbium ions in excited state n*Er. Notation 

VlVl  = (nEr ~ nxb)/nEr, V2 = (nEr n n Er Er )/n)/nErEr. . 

theyy do not remove energy from the luminescence path. The coefficients 
off  forward and reverse processes, as indicated in Fig. 3.4, are linked by 
considerationss of detailed balancing. 

Inn addition to the energy transfer in the chain leading to lumines-
cence,, the full analysis of the luminescence mechanism must also include 
processess which act in competition, and remove energy irreversibly from 
thee proper path. Processes in this category are indicated in Fig. 3.4 by 
thee arrows pointing downwards. They include the loss of free electrons 
andd holes via recombination centers other than the optically active er-
biumm centers, with the rate -yn , e.g., due to deep levels existing as the 
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resultt of implantation damage and deciding on the lifetime of the carri-
ers.. The direct recombination of free excitons or via alternative centers, 
withh the rate nxfrx, also leads to loss of excitation energy. In Fig. 3.4 
alsoo two Auger processes which wil l irreversibly remove energy from the 
luminescencee path are indicated. In the first one erbium-bound excitons 
dissipatee their energy in an Auger process with the involvement of a free 
electronn in a conduction band state. In the other process, erbium ions 
inn the excited state loose their energy by imparting it to a free electron. 
Bothh processes are thus assumed to be proportional to the free-electron 
concentrationn and proceed with rate constants CAX and CAET as indicated 
inn Fig. 3.4. 

Inn a recent paper a model as discussed above, but not including the 
twoo Auger processes, has been put on a mathematical basis by Bresler 
andd co-workers [15]. In a steady state the concentrations are described 
byy balance equations: Eq. 3.2 for free electrons, Eq. 3.3 for free excitons, 
Eq.. 3.4 for bound excitons and Eq. 3.5 for excited erbium ions. Following 
thee model of Bresler et al. these are 

GG + fnx=  7n2 + lxn\ (3.2) 

22 , r AT-
 nEr ^xb , £ . ^x / 0 0 \ 

7x r rr + cfxbnxbNx = cnxnEr 1- f^x H , (3.3) 
riErriEr  Tx 

cncnxxnnErEr
nErnEr Uxb + n*ETh\ = n x b ^ — ^ \ + cfxbnxbNx (3.4) 
nnErEr T* nEr T* 

and d 

nnxbxb ^ — = -^L+nErf1 — . (3.5) 
nnETET T* Td T* 

Generationn terms are given on the left hand sides of these equations; loss 
termss appear in each case on the right hand sides. Relations between the 
coefficientss of forward and reverse processes are, as mentioned, based on 
detailedd balancing of the separate steps. Such considerations lead to 
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and d 

ƒƒ = i . ^ - * ' * 7 " . (3-6) 

-E-E IkT Nxe-Exb/kT 

fxbfxb = € Xb Nxe~B*/Kr +  nEr
 ( 3 J ) 

flfl  = e-EA/kT ( 3 > 8) 

Characteristicc energies involved in these process steps appear in the equa-
tionss by Ex, the binding energy of electron and hole in an exciton, Exb, 
thee energy of binding of an exciton to a neutral erbium center and E A , 
thee energy dissipated in the creation of an excited erbium ion from the 
boundd exciton situation. Densities of states in conduction, valence and 
excitonn bands are found from the standard relations 

NcNc = 2 (H^I ) 3 /2i (3 g) 

NvNv = 2 ( 5 ^ ) 3 / », (3.10) 

nn,2irm,2irmxxkTkTssoo/0 /0 
NxNx = 2( h2 ) l ' ( 3 - U ) 

withh the relevant effective masses. An exact solution of the balance equa-
tions,, in the form of a quadratic equation for n*Er/n r̂, is presented by 
Bresierr et al. [15] 

3.4.22 Energy transfer  w i thou t Auger  processes 

Measurementss of the power dependence of the luminescence intensity as 
reportedd in this chapter were performed at liquid-helium temperature, 
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4.22 K. At this low temperature the balance equations are reduced to more 
simplee forms since the reverse processes, all requiring thermal activation, 
aree suppressed. Expressed in mathematical form this means f = fxb = 
fi=0. fi=0. 

Forr the balance equations valid at low temperature one obtains 

GG = yn2 +  lxn
2, (3.12) 

7xnn = cnxTiET 1 , (3.13) 

riErriEr  - nxb nEr ~ nEr 1 
cncnxxnnErEr = nxb — —- (3.14) 

UETUET TlEr T* 

and d 

nnEErr  ~ nEr 1 nEr 
nnxxbb — — = ~^L. (3.15) 

nnErEr T*  rd 

Thee concentration of excited erbium ions n*Er is found as the solution of 

a o ( ^ ) 22 - (bo + 62G ) ( ^ i ) + c2G = 0 (3.16) 
nnErEr nEr 

withh the coefficients 

a00 = 1 + cnErTx ( H ), (3.17) 
Td d 

bobo = l+cnErTx, (3.18) 

&22 = 7^CTd ( l + —) — (3.19) 
TdTd 7 x +7 
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and d 

322 = IxTx^d ;—• (3-20) 
7 * + 7 7 

Inn its general form, the equation 3.16 predicts saturation of nEr/riEr  for 
highh excitation power G at the level n*Er/riEr  = 32/&2- For low power 
aa linear relationship n*Er/nEr = {c2/bo)G is expected. When compar
ingg predictions of the model equations with experimental data one must 
bee aware that neither generation power nor the luminescence output are 
easilyy known in absolute numbers to good accuracy. For instance, the 
dopingg of the sample may be spatially non-uniform and the volume in 
whichh excitation takes place is not well defined. The fraction of optically 
activee erbium centers may be much less than one, which is still a matter 
off investigation. Such uncertain factors are likely to change from sample 
too sample. For such reasons it is of advantage to eliminate these fac
torss by resorting to relative units. As regards the luminescence intensity 
thee most natural unit at hand for normalization is the saturation value 
C2/62.. A dimensionless normalized intensity is therefore introduced as 
ƒƒ = (n*Er/nEr)/{c2/b2)- For the excitation power a unit G\ is obtained as 
thee value at which the extrapolated linear increase at low power crosses 
thee saturation level. This will be for G\ = 6o/&2- Also the normalized 
powerr P = GjG\ is a dimensionless quantity. In terms of normalized 
unitss Eq. 3.16 acquires the simple form 

II 22 - Q(1 + P)I + aP = 0, (3.21) 

with h 

bobbob2 2 

aa = 
aoC2 aoC2 

Itt thus appears that the dependence of the intensity I on the generation 
powerr P is governed by one parameter a, through which all aspects of 
thee luminescence process are represented. However, from Eq. 3.21 it is 
easilyy concluded that for low power I = P , and for high power I = 
1,, irrespective the value of the parameter a. This implies that, when 

(3.22) ) 
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Figuree 3.5: Dependence of normalized luminescence output I on normal-
izedized laser input power P as predicted by the model equations without Auger 
processesprocesses for lowest and highest values of parameter a. Experimental data 
pointspoints (x) for five samples of type Fz-Si:Er, Cz-Si:Er, Cz-Si:Er,0, MBE-
Si:ErSi:Er and a-Si:Er are given for unit power P = 1. 

consideredd in normalized form, the parameters 00,^0,^2 and C2, or the 
moree basic physical coefficients 7 ,7 x ,c , ƒ, fxt, fi,Tx,T* and rd, have no 
effectt on the power dependence in the low- and high-power regions. Only 
att intermediate power, i.e., P w 1, the results will depend on a. Only in 
thee transition region between linear increase and saturation the observed 
luminescencee does reveal insight into the luminescence process. The most 
typicall value to study the luminescence mechanism is therefore at power 
PP = 1. At this excitation level the luminescence intensity is given by 

II  = a- vV - a. (3.23) 

Fromm the equality a = 6062/aoC2 and the parameters as given by Eqs 3.17-
3.200 one concludes that 1 < a < 00. For such values of a always solutions 
fromm Eq. 3.23 do exist. For a = 1 one obtains IP=i = 1 and for a = 00 

11 r 
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onee has Ip-\ = 0.5. The range of possible luminescence intensities at unit 
powerr P = 1 consistent with Eq. 3.21 is restricted between 0.5 and 1. For 
thesee limiting values the intensity versus power curves for an extended 
rangee are drawn in Fig. 3.5. 

Inn Fig. 3.5 also experimental data are included. They result from 
measurementss at liquid-helium temperature on the five samples with dif
ferentt specifications as given in section 3.2. In all cases the luminescence 
intensityy was followed as a function of excitation power over the max
imumm accessible range. Experimental data are plotted for normalized 
powerr P = 1 at observed values I = 0.216 for Fz-Si:Er, I = 0.212 for 
Cz-Si:Er,, I = 0.235 for Cz-Si:Er,0 and I = 0.18 for MBE-Si:Er. Obvi
ously,, these are all outside the range of results that can described by the 
model.. For the a-Si:Er material, on the other hand, the observed I = 0.57, 
correspondingg to a = 2.32 represents a possible solution. Further inter
pretationn of this result, using Eq. 3.22 and Eqs 3.17-3.20, leads to the 
requirementt that both conditions T*/TCL > 1-32 and l/aiErTx > 1-32 
mustt hold. As this is not likely to be the case, the validity of the model 
alsoo for the a-Si is doubtful. 

3.4.33 Energy transfer  wit h Auger  processes 

Onee has to conclude that the presented model is not able to provide the 
quantitativee description of the luminescence process. In order to improve 
thee model energy losses through Auger processes involving conduction 
bandd electrons may be considered, as has been suggested before by Palm, 
etet al. [16]. Erbium-bound excitons can dissipate their energy in an Auger 
processs with involvement of free electrons. Similarly, erbium ions in ex
citedd state can decay in an Auger process, also with conduction band 
electrons.. The two processes are indicated in Fig. 3.4. In the balance 
equationss 3.14 and 3.15 they are implemented by including on the loss 
sidee the Auger rates CAxnnxb and CAErnnEr- The extended balance equa
tionss for bound excitons and excited erbium ions become, respectively, 

 - "xb "Er ~ "Er x , / 0 nA\ 
cncnxxnnErEr = nxb — — + cAxnnxb (3.24) 

TlErTlEr KEr T* 
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and d 

TlTlErEr — n*Fr  1 TlfiV 

nnxbxb—— ^ — = - S i + cA E rnnJ ; r 3.25 

Inn order to solve the new set of equations 3.12, 3.13, 3.24 and 3.25 it is 
helpfull to introduce appropriate simplifications. Considering numerical 
valuess one may assume that the loss of free electrons and holes is domi
natedd by their recombination via traps with rate 7n2. The loss via exciton 
formationn x̂n

2 is comparatively much less. Under such conditions the 
energyy transfer model can be broken up into two parts. In stream I the 
balancee of electrons is considered separately by Eq. 3.12. The loss of elec
tronss through exciton formation is ignored in this main stream. At low 
temperaturee this leads to 

G={G={ lxlx +  1)n
2 (3.26) 

and d 

(3.27) ) 
7** + 7 V } 

Thee electron concentration obtained via this solution is used to describe 
thee Auger processes. Typical numbers are G = 1022 cm _ 3 s _ 1 , 7X = 
10~122 cm3s_ 1 , 7 = 10~10 c m V 1 and n = 1016 cm - 3 , corresponding to 
ann electron lifetime of 1 /is. 

Inn energy stream II the balance of free excitons, bound excitons and 
excitedd erbium ions is separately considered. Solution of the equations 
leadss to a cubic equation in n*Er/nEr: 

nnEr\3Er\3 r>f nEr\2 , r^lUEr A(-^yA(-^y - B(-^Y + C(-^) - D = 0 (3.28) 
nnErEr nEr % 

with h 

7"* * 

A=(l+A=(l+  cnErrx)(l 4- cAErnrd) + cnErTx — {l  + cAErnrd)
2, (3.29) 

I'd I'd 
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and d 

BB = (1 4- CnErTx){l  + CAErnTd) + 

T* * 
CUErTxCUErTx (1 + CAErnTd)2 (I + C^TIT*) + 

T~d T~d 
(11 + C7l£; rTx)(l + CAErm~d)(l + CAx^T*) + 

T* * 
jj xxnrnrxxcnTdcnTd 4- 73.717-3; cnr<i( l 4- CAErnTd)—, (3.30) 

CC = ( 1 4 - c 7 i £ r T x ) ( l 4- c j 4 ^ r n r d ) ( l 4- CATTIT*) 4-
T* * 

2j2jxxnTnTxxCTlTdCTlTd + 7 x n r x c n r d ( l + CAErnTd)— (3.31) 
Td Td 

DD — 7xnTxcn,Td- (3.32) 

Neglectingg the term c J4xnr*cn^ rrx^-(l 4- CAErnTd)2 in coefficient B, on 
thee basis of a consideration of numerical values of c, n, UEV, CAEr, Tx,T*,Td-, 
thee Eq. 3.28 can be written as 

A)33 _ {A + Bl)C^f + (ft + 0)(5&) - D = 0, (3.33) 
TIETTIET nEr nEr 

with h 

5 ii = (14- cn£ rTx)(l + cAErnTd)(l 4- cAxnT*) 4-

7a.nrxcnrd[ll + (1 4- CAErnTd)—1. (3.34) 
Td Td 

Eq.. 3.33 can be factorized as 

[A[A(^-BA(^-BA + D]1(^Ï)-1}=0.  (3.35) 
nErnEr nEr TlEr 

Usingg the expression 3.27 for the electron concentration, the dependence 
off luminescence output n*Er/riEr  on power G follows from 
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with h 

TIET TIET 

(bo(bo + hVG + b2G 4- b3VG*)(-^) + c2G - 0, (3.36) 

a 00 = l + cnErrx(l-\ ), (3.37) 
Td Td 

T*T*  1 
«ii = cAErTd[l+cn ErTx(l + 2—)] — ^ = , (3.38) 

rrdd V 7 i + 7 

T** 1 
a22 = cnErTx — (cAErTd)

2 •—, (3.39) 
TdTd lx + 1 

&00 = 1 + CTlErTxi (3.40) 

bibi = (1 + cnErTx)(cAETTd + c A x T * ) - ^ = = , (3-41) 
VV 7x ~r 7 

T** 1 
&22 = [(1 + CnfirTxJCyifirTdCArT* + 7xTxCTd(l H )] ; , (3.42) 

TdTd 7x + 7 

r*r*  1 
&33 = Tx^xCTdC/ifjrTd , (3-43) 

T<** V(7x + 7 ) 3 

and d 

C22 = lxrxcrd •—. (3.44) 
7xx + 7 

Att low power the model equations reflect the linear increase n*Er/nET = 
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(c2/&o)G,, J u s t as before. At high power, however, the consistent solution 
nn*E*ETT//

nnErEr = (c2/^3)/VG predicts decreasing luminescence intensity upon 
increasee of the excitation level G. Such a behavior is to be expected 
ass in the present case two independent saturation mechanisms are ac
tive.. In the first one the concentration of erbium-bound excitons, nxb, is 
drivenn towards the concentration of available erbium ions but is limited to 
stayy below or become equal to this concentration. The second saturation 
mechanismm is the combined action of the two Auger processes. At high 
power,, and hence high concentration of free electrons, the Auger mecha
nismm removing excited erbium ions nonradiatively becomes very effective. 
Thiss will result in a reduction of nEr, which becomes proportional to 1/n 
orr l/Vu. Such a decrease has not been observed in the present experi
ments;; it has also not been reported in the literature. Inspection of the 
equationss shows that one should expect the decrease to set in at excita
tionn values where CAETTÓ^T*/T^JT: > 1- Considering numerical values 
(CAET(CAET ~ 10 - 1 2 cm3s_ 1 , r* w 4xl0~ 6 s) this corresponds to high values of 
(j ,, near and above 1026 cm - 3 s _ 1 , which are not reached in actual exper
iments.. This can be attributed to the small value of (r*/rd) : as r* is in 
thee range of microseconds and Td is of order milliseconds. Introducing the 
approximationn r*/Vd ~ 0, Eq. 3.36 reduces in many respects to Eq. 3.16. 
Inn particular the term b^vG  ̂ in Eq. 3.36 is lost and the equation predicts 
saturationn at cijbi- Both for low and for high power an approximate 
solutionn of Eq. 3.36 will be 

nnErEr _ c2G 

riErriEr  b0 + hy/G 4- b2G' 
(3.45) ) 

Thiss result will also be valid for intermediate power if the Auger processes 
aree strong (cAErm~d > 1> c ^ n r * > 1). Following solution 3.45 for this 
speciall case one has saturation at C2/62, linear increase at low power with 
(c2/bo)G,(c2/bo)G, and G\ — ^0/^2- Expressing Eq. 3.45 in terms of normalized 
units,, as before, the result will read 

1=1= = , (3.46) 
11 + /VP + P 
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with h 

or r 

y/b^2 y/b^2 

^^ cAErTd + CAXT* 

(3(3 = , =. (3.48) 
VVCCAErTdCAxT*AErTdCAxT* + lxTxCTd/(l + CnErTx) 

Underr the assumed condition of strong Auger effect this reduces to 

y/CAErTdCAxT* y/CAErTdCAxT* 

or r 

VV CAxT* V CAErTd 

Ass usual, the power dependence of the luminescence has its linear 
increasee at low power with I = P and saturates at high power at I = 1. 
Featuress of the luminescence process are only revealed at intermediate 
power,, e.g., at P = 1, where I = 1/(2+ /3). For a general case, parameter 
(3(3 will be positive following Eq. 3.48; for the case of strong Auger effect 
(3(3 > 2, as follows from Eq. 3.49 or Eq. 3.50. Fig. 3.6 illustrates the 
curvess as obtained from Eq. 3.46 for j3 = 0 and (3 = 2. Curves for 
aa = oo in Fig. 3.5 and /? = 0 in Fig. 3.6 are identical, both representing 
ƒƒ = P / ( l + P ) . Compared to the previous case, without Auger effect, 
thee transition region between linear behavior and saturationn is broader. 
Thiss is due to the appearance of the /?\/P term, which in this model is a 
fingerprintfingerprint of the Auger effect. 

Consideringg again the experiment, the measured data for the lumines
cencee power dependence of the five different types of samples are plotted 
inn Figs 3.3. The solid curves are the best fits to the experimental data 
usingg Eq. 3.46 with parameter (3 = 2.63 for Fz-Si:Er, /? = 2.73 for Cz-
Si:Err and (3 = 2.25 for Cz-Si:Er,0 [23]. For the MBE-Si:Er sample the 
resultt gives a value of /? = 3.3. The data points for the four samples for 
PP = 1 and I = 1/(2 + (3) are also plotted in Fig. 3.6. The results for 
thee three crystalline silicon samples doped with erbium by implantation 
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Figuree 3.6: Dependence of normalized luminescence output I on normal-
izedized laser power input P for the model including strong Auger decay pro-
cessescesses for process parameter ft = 0 and 0=2. The transition region in 
whichwhich the term (3\/P dominates in the denominator of Eq. 3.^6 is indi-
catedcated for (3 = 2. Experimental data points (x) for the five samples of 
typetype Fz-Si:Er, Cz-Si:Er, Cz-Si:Er,0, MBE-Si:Er and a-Si:Er are given 
forfor unit power P = 1. 

aree quite similar with (3 = 2.5  0.25. With Eq. 3.50 the result is con
vertedd to (cAErTd/cAxT*)  ~ 4  1. This compares favorably with data 
ass published in the literature, e.g., CAET = 10~12 cm3s_1 , r<2 = 10 - 3 s, 
CAXCAX = 10 - 1 0 cm 3 s - 1 and r* = 4 x l 0 - 6 s [16]. From the present analysis 
onee can only conclude that CAEr^d/cAxT* is very similar in these three 
kindss of erbium-doped crystalline silicon materials. This can be due to 
ann accidental combination of parameters, but one is tempted to believe 
thatt all process parameters, i.e., CAET^^CAX and T*, have similar values. 
Inn such a case the probable difference in structure of the luminescent cen
terss in these three materials has little influence on the later steps in the 
photoluminescencee process as depicted in Fig. 3.4. For the sample pre
paredd by the MBE method the slightly different value of (3 = 3.3 giving 
(CAETT'dl'CAXT*)(CAETT'dl'CAXT*)  ~ 9, might be due to a larger ratio Td/r* in this mate
rial.. In particular, any special role of oxygen in the formation of suitable 
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luminescentt centers is not borne out by these results. The conclusion 
off similar luminescence properties of the erbium-doped crystalline silicon 
samples,, as reported here, is entirely a result of the introduction of the 
normalizedd units. Considered in terms of direct experimental units for ex
citationn and yield, as is common practice, the results would have looked 
ratherr different. A conclusion of different behavior of the luminescent 
centerss in these materials is then easily, but erroneously, made. 

Thee result for the a-Si sample is different. To fit the experimentally 
observedd power dependence with expression 3.46, parameter j3 has to be 
givenn the negative value (5 = -0.25, incompatible with Eq. 3.48. One 
cann conclude that the assumption of strong Auger effect leading to the 
solutionn 3.46 is not valid in the case of amorphous silicon. 

Returningg to absolute units, the laser excitation power correspond
ingg to the unit of normalized power, P = 1, is different for the five 
samples.. The values, which can be taken from the co-ordinate axes in 
Figss 3.3(a,b,c,d,e), are 36 mW for Fz-Si:Er, 14 mW for Cz-Si:Er, 3 mW 
forr Cz-Si:Er,0, 155 mW for MBE-Si:Er and 422 mW for the a-Si samples. 
Inn terms of the model equations unit power G\ is given by 

GiGi = £ , (3.51) 

whichh can be approximated by 

G?i«« 1 - . (3.52) 
CAErTdCAxT* CAErTdCAxT* 

Inn view of this result, the different values for the unit of excitation 
powerr can easily be related to specific sample conditions, even for equal 
valuess of parameters CAEr^d^Ax a n d T*. The parameter 7 is influenced 
byy the presence of recombination centers in and near the excited volume, 
andd therefore related to implantation damage and annealing treatments. 
Impurities,, such as oxygen, either from the crystal growth or from implan
tation,, will have their effects. Considering this factor, one may expect 
thatt in the a-Si the free-electron and -hole lifetime is shorter due to a 
higherr recombination rate 7. A lower steady state electron concentration 
willl make the luminescence excitation less probable and more excitation 
energyy will be required to reach the saturation region. Lower electron 
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concentrationn will also reduce the reaction rate of the Auger processes, 
inn agreement with the earlier conclusion. As such parameters are not 
underr precise control, the results, which are not vastly different for the 
crystallinee samples, will not be subjected to further quantitative analysis. 

Forr an order-of-magnitude evaluation of Eq. 3.52 the conditions of 
thee experiment have to be considered in more detail. In the experimental 
set-upp a power set to 10 mW on the laser unit, the typical unit power for 
thee crystalline samples, resulted in about 100 /iW of light power incident 
onn the sample. Given the wavelength 514.5 nm of the Ar+ laser light, 
withh associated photon energy of 2.4 eV, and assuming a 100% quantum 
efficiency,, this light energy will yield an electron-hole generation rate of 
aroundd 2.5xlO14 s - 1 . Assuming a penetration depth of 1 jLtm of the light 
inn the sample and a spot size of 1 mm2, the volume in which the excitation 
takess place is very roughly estimated at 10~6 cm3. The generation pa
rameterr G\ for a 10 mW excitation will then be G\ = 2.5 xlO20 c m - 3 s - 1 . 
Ann evaluation of the right hand side of Eq. 3.52 will give, with 7 = 10~10 

cm 3s _ 11 and parameters c^Er-, Tdi cAx a n d T* as before, precisely this num
ber.. Under these generation-recombination conditions the electron and 
holee concentrations will be n = 1.6xlO15 cm - 3 and their lifetime 6 /JS. 
Correspondingg values for the a-Si sample are G\ = 1022 cm _ 3 s _ 1 , 7 = 
4x l0~ 88 cm 3s - 1 , n — 1.6xl015 cm"3 and the shorter lifetime 0.15 /zs 
confirmingg expectations. 

3.55 Conclusions 

Thee dependence of the photoluminescence intensity of erbium-doped sili
conn in the 1.54 fxm spectrum on excitation power has been experimentally 
measuredd and analyzed. For the analysis a physical model was used in 
whichh the incident light energy is transferred via the intermediate stages 
off free electrons and holes, free excitons, and erbium-bound excitons to 
thee intra-4/-shell excited erbium ions. The experiments showed that the 
transitionn from linear behavior at low power towards saturation at high 
powerr proceeds quite gradually. In order to explain the power depen
dence,, it was found to be necessary to include Auger processes, by which 
erbium-boundd excitons and excited erbium ions decay nonradiatively, into 
thee model. A remarkable similarity was found for erbium-doped crys-
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tallinee implanted samples of float-zoned and Czochralski origin. In these 
materialss the probable structural difference in the luminescent centers ap
pearss to have no strong effect on the basic process of luminescence. This 
conclusionn was revealed by the consistent use of normalized units for both 
excitationn power and luminescence intensity. Typical medium electron-
holee excitation rates in the experiments are estimated at 1022 cm _ 3 s - 1 . 
AA consistent analysis of experimental results for power dependence was 
carriedd out with parameter values yx = 10 - 1 2 cm3s_1 , 7 = 10~10 cm 3s - 1 , 
cc ~ 5 x l 0 - 1 0 cm 3s _ 1 , cAx = IO -10 cm3s_1 , cAEr = 10~12 cm 3s _ 1 , rx = 
5x l0~ 66 s, r* = 4xlCT6 s and rd = 10"3 s. 
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Chapterr  4 

Photoluminescencee of 
erbium-dopedd silicon: 
temperaturee dependence 

Abstract Abstract 

TheThe temperature dependence of the photoluminescence intensity of erbium-
dopeddoped silicon was measured experimentally and compared with a theoreti-
calcal model. Measurements were performed on float-zoned and Czochralski-
growngrown silicon samples which were doped with erbium by ion implantation 
andand on an erbium-doped silicon sample grown by a molecular beam epi-
taxytaxy method. Results are discussed on the basis of the excitonic excitation 
modelmodel which can account for temperature effects. Also Auger processes in 
whichwhich erbium-bound excitons and erbium ions in excited states impart 
theirtheir energies to free electrons in the conduction band are included. In 
thethe analysis of the temperature dependence two activation energies emerge 
whichwhich are associated with the binding of excitons to erbium centers and 
withwith an energy transfer process from excited erbium ions back to erbium-
boundbound excitons, respectively. The model provides good quantitative agree-
mentment with observations over the experimentally covered temperature range 
fromfrom 4-2 to nearly 200 K. At temperatures lower than 100 K the mutual 
transitiontransition between band-edge and erbium luminescence is observed. The 
originorigin of this effect is discussed. 

53 3 
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4.11 Introductio n 

Thee phenomenon of luminescence of rare-earth doped semiconductors is 
presentlyy under intense study. The eminent suitability of the erbium light 
ass a carrier for long-distance signal transport via quartz fibers is a stim
ulationn for such research from the application point of view. Important 
topicss are the efficiency of the light emission and its quenching upon in
creasee of the temperature, in particular to room temperature. As regards 
thee fundamentally oriented research, the complex physical processes by 
whichh excitation energy imparted to the host crystal is transferred to the 
finalfinal step of light emission by the AI\s/2 t o 4-^i5/2 transition of 4 / inner-
shelll electrons of erbium is a challenging topic in semiconductor physics. 

Valuablee information on the excitation and de-excitation mechanisms 
cann be deduced from the dependence of the photoluminescence (PL) in
tensityy on the temperature. Priolo et al. [1] found that impurity co-
doping,, such as with O, F or C, reduced the temperature quenching of the 
PLL yield. In this particular study the temperature effect was ascribed to 
thermalizationn of electrons bound at the erbium or erbium-related donor 
centerr with the conduction band. It is generally assumed that erbium, 
andd erbium-related centers, introduce donor levels in the band gap. The 
exactt atomic and electronic nature of such centers is not known. For 
erbium-relatedd levels energy positions at E^—150 meV [1], Ect—170 meV 
[2],, and ü^—266 meV [3] have been reported. Series of levels observed at 
otherr depths, e.g., at 0.20, 0.26, 0.36 and 0.51 eV [4] or at 0.18, 0.23, 0.27 
andd 0.39 eV [5] indicate that the deep-level properties depend very much 
onn specific sample preparation conditions. Eight more levels are given by 
Bentonn et al. [6]. As only the neutral erbium center is capable of binding 
ann exciton, the ionization of the donor is a way of thermal quenching of 
thee luminescence. The thermal quenching could be influenced by shal
loww defects in silicon. In the investigation of energy transfer processes of 
Er 3 ++ with various concentrations of phosphorus and boron, Priolo et al. 
[7]] reported that the release of electrons and holes from shallow impuri
tiess produces a reduction of Er-luminescence intensity and decay time by 
ann Auger de-excitation process in the temperature range between 15 and 
1000 K. In the PL temperature dependence measured for an oxygen-rich 
materiall grown by molecular beam epitaxy and containing erbium and 
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oxygenn to concentrations of 2x l0 1 9 cm - 3 and 1019 cm - 3 , respectively, 
Efeoghii et al. [8] identified three temperature quenching mechanisms and 
relatedd them to different microscopic processes. 

Inn this chapter observations on the temperature dependence of the 
photoluminescencee intensity of crystalline samples are reported. The ex
perimentall results are analyzed on the basis of a physical model with 
particularr consideration of the quantitative agreement achieved. 

4.22 Experiment 

Forr the measurements of the temperature dependence of the PL intensity 
ann Oxford Instruments cryostat with a variable temperature insert was 
used.. The temperature of the samples was measured by a RhFe metallic 
resistorr in a four-point-probe configuration to an accuracy of 0.1 K. Tem
peraturee control was achieved by PID regulation (Oxford Instruments 
DTC2)) of the current through a heater wound on a copper block on 
whichh the samples were mounted. Experiments were performed in the 
4.22 to 200 K temperature range. 

Threee erbium-doped crystalline silicon samples prepared by ion im
plantationn with or without oxygen co-implantation and a crystalline er
bium-dopedd silicon layer grown by a molecular beam epitaxy method 
aree used in the experiments. The erbium-doped samples are labeled Fz-
Si:Err for float-zoned silicon, Cz-Si:Er for samples of Czochralski-grown 
silicon,, Cz-Si:Er,0 for Czochralski-grown silicon with oxygen co-implant 
andd MBE-Si:Er for the sample grown by the molecular beam epitaxy 
method.. The specifications of the samples are given in chapter 3, sec
tionn 3.2. The photoluminescence was excited by the 514.5 nm line of an 
Ar+-ionn laser (Spectra-Physics Stabilite 2016-05s). Variation of the pho
toluminescencee yield as a function of temperature was measured at several 
levelss of laser power in the intermediate region for excitation of erbium-
relatedd photoluminescence. As discussed in chapter 3, sections 3.4.2 and 
3.4.3,, in this region information on the energy transfer mechanism of the 
erbium-in-siliconn system can be achieved. The emitted light was collected 
fromm the laser-irradiated side of the samples and focused by a lens onto 
thee entrance slit of 1 mm width of a monochromator, which is a high-
resolutionn 1.5 m F/12 grating instrument (Jobin-Yvon THR 1500). The 
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Figuree 4.1: Photoluminescence intensities as a function of sample tem-
perature,perature, normalized to the yield at low temperature, for (a) sample of 
Fz-Si:Er,Fz-Si:Er, (b) sample of Cz-Si:Er, (c) sample of Cz-Si:Er, 0 and (d) sam-
pleple of MBE-Si:Er. The solid lines represent fits with expression 4-1 using 
temperature-dependenttemperature-dependent pre-exponential factors. Excitation power of 100 
mWmW is used. The detailed discussion is given in the section 4-4-
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signall was detected by a liquid-nitrogen cooled North-Coast EO-817 ger
maniumm detector in the AC output mode to avoid drift of the zero level. 
Afterr preamplification (EG&G differential preamplifier, model 118), the 
photoluminescencee signal was lock-in amplified, digitized using a 16-bit 
analog-to-digitall converter and fed into a computer. 

4.33 Experimental results 

Thee erbium-related PL spectra measured for the investigated samples 
havee been given and discussed in the previous chapter, see, e.g., Fig. 3.1. 
Temperaturee dependencies of the photoluminescence intensities were mea
suredd for all four kinds of crystalline samples. Figs 4.1(a), 4.1(b), 4.1(c) 
andd 4.1(d) show the PL intensity versus temperature as obtained for the 
Fz-Si:Er,, Cz-Si:Er, Cz-Si:Er,0 and MBE-Si:Er samples, respectively. In 
eachh case the temperature dependence of the amplitude of the most in
tensee spectral component near 1540 nm has been recorded. As can be 
seen,, the photoluminescence intensities are rather constant in the low-
temperaturee range and reduce gradually with increasing temperature. 
Abovee 190 K the erbium-related luminescence was quenched to below the 
detectionn level. The experimentally established temperature dependen
ciess of the PL intensity could be fitted with the equations 

I{T)I{T)  I + E 2 . I 4 Ï * / V P H § . ) ( 4 J ) 

and d 

11 + ïï=i AtexV(~§) I{T)I{T)  = . . ^ » T , a . , (4-2) 

wheree the energies Ei correspond to activation energies of individual pro
cessess responsible for the temperature quenching. The particular values 
off the activation energies E{ and the constants Ai, as obtained from the 
dataa fitting, are summarized in Tables 4.1 and 4.2. Data were analyzed 
with,, but also without, as customary, a temperature factor T3 /2 included 
inn equations 4.1 and 4.2, anticipating the discussion in the next para
graph.. The solid curves in Figs 4.1 represent the computer-adjusted fits 
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too the experimental data using expression 4.1 with a T3 /2 temperature 
dependencee explicitly included in the pre-exponential factors. As can be 
concludedd from inspection of results as presented in the Figs 4.1, two 
exponentiall terms are sufficient for a satisfactory description of the tem
peraturee dependence of the investigated samples. 

Tablee 4.1: Activation energies Ei and pre-exponential constants A\ (i — 
1,, • • • ,3) derived from the temperature dependence of the photolumines-
cencecence intensity of four different crystalline silicon samples. Following 
Eq.Eq. 4-1 fits were made with constant A{ and temperature factor T3 /2 in 
thethe pre-exponential coefficients. Several values of laser excitation power 
werewere used. 

Sample e 

Fz-Si:Er r 

Cz-Si:Er r 

Cz-Si:Er,0 0 

MBE-Si:Er r 

Laser r 
power r 
(mW) ) 

100 0 
150 0 
300 0 

100 0 
150 0 
200 0 

50 0 
100 0 
150 0 

100 0 
150 0 
200 0 

AA1 1 

0.0024 4 

(meV) ) 

1.1 1 

AA2 2 

0.037 7 
0.04 4 
0.01 1 

0.21 1 
0.09 9 
0.07 7 

0.35 5 
0.46 6 
0.21 1 

0.006 6 
0.006 6 
0.006 6 

EE2 2 

(meV) ) 

14.5 5 
12.2 2 
6.6 6 

13.6 6 
9.9 9 
10.8 8 

12.9 9 
15.6 6 
11.4 4 

3.6 6 
4.0 0 
2.7 7 

A3 A3 

2300 0 
32 2 
3.6 6 

575 5 
1600 0 

370 0 
120 0 
30 0 

Ez Ez 
(meV) ) 

109 9 
92 2 
74 4 

120 0 
149 9 

123 3 
117 7 
125 5 
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Tablee 4.2: Activation energies E{ and pre-exponential constants A\ (i = 
1,-- • • ,3J derived from the temperature dependence of the photolumines-
cencecence intensity of four different crystalline silicon samples. Following 
Eq.Eq. 4-2 fits were made with temperature independent constant A\ in the 
pre-exponentialpre-exponential coefficients. Several values of laser excitation power were 
used. used. 

Sample e 

Fz-Si:Er r 

Cz-Si:Er r 

Cz-Si:Er,0 0 

MBE-Si:Er r 

Laser r 
power r 
(mW) ) 

100 0 
150 0 
300 0 

100 0 
150 0 
200 0 

50 0 
100 0 
150 0 

100 0 
150 0 
200 0 

At At 

0.7 7 
0.09 9 

(meV) ) 

3.1 1 
3.0 0 

AA2 2 

50 0 
52 2 
26 6 

350 0 
110 0 
100 0 

1160 0 
950 0 
725 5 

16 6 
14.6 6 
14.3 3 

EE2 2 

(meV) ) 

17.6 6 
17.7 7 
14.4 4 

19.8 8 
14.9 9 
15.5 5 

21.4 4 
22.9 9 
20.4 4 

12.2 2 
12.0 0 
10.4 4 

Az Az 

2x l0 6 6 

7 x l 0 4 4 

4 x l 0 5 5 

8 x l 0 7 7 

4 x l 0 5 5 

8 x l 0 6 6 

l x lO 6 6 

l x lO 6 6 

6.3xl04 4 

E3 E3 
(meV) ) 

109 9 
90 0 
122 2 

197 7 
97 7 
158 8 

130 0 
137 7 
119 9 

4.44 Theoretical analysis and discussion 

Forr an analysis of the temperature dependence of the luminescence in
tensityy the Eqs 3.2 to 3.11 form a suitable starting point. The solutions 
off these balance equations have been discussed in some detail by Bresler 
etet al. [9]. However, following the conclusion in chapter 3, the Auger 
processess through which erbium-bound excitons and erbium ions in the 
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excitedd state decay must be incorporated in the description. This is im
plementedd by adding to the balance equations 3.4 and 3.5 the Auger 
losss rates CAx^^xb and CAEr^Er' respectively. The balance equations 
reflectt the physical model as discussed in section 3.4.1 and as illustrated 
schematicallyy in Fig. 3.4. Energy imparted to the silicon crystal by the 
incidentt laser light is transferred to the erbium light emission on out
putt via the intermediate processes of creation of free electrons and holes 
(concentrationn n), free excitons (concentration n x) , erbium-bound exci-
tonss (concentration nxb) and erbium ions in excited state (concentration 

Thee rate equations for n,nx,nxb and n*Er, with generation terms on 
thee left hand sides and loss terms on the right hand sides, will read as: 

GG + fnx = 7 n 2 + 7 x n 2 , (4.3) 

22 , c AT 'LEr — 't'xb . r i<>x  / A A\ 

-y-yxxnn + cfxbnxbNx - cnxnEr h fnx H , (4.4) 
TlErTlEr Tx 

nnErEr -nxb + 1 nEr - nE 1 
cncnxxnnErEr 1- nErfi— = nxb ^ — + cfxbnxbNx + cAxnnxb 

riErriEr  T* nEr T* 

and d 

(4.5) ) 

nnErEr -n*E 1 n*Er , 1 „, 
nnxbxb —— = -  ̂ + nErh— + cAETnnEr. (4.6) 

nnEErr  r*  rd  ̂ T* 

AA practical solution of these equations is again facilitated by accepting 
thee two-stream model in which the chain of luminescence processes is 
consideredd to be a small perturbation only of the electron-hole genera
tionn by the laser light. In this model the electron concentration is given 
byy expression 3.27. The concentrations of free and bound excitons and 
off excited erbium ions are found from the solution of equations 4.4, 4.5 
andd 4.6. As in the case of the excitation power dependence, see para
graphh 3.4.3, after considering numerical values of the physical parameters 
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c,n,riEr,CAx,CAEr,Tc,n,riEr,CAx,CAEr,Txx,T*,T* and rd, a cubic equation similar to Eq. 3.33 for 
thee solution of n*Er/nET is obtained: 

[*([*( nnEr\ZEr\Z (A* , r>*\f nEr\2 , / D * . ri*\/
nEr A*(-&zyA*(-&zy - (A* + Bl)(-^Y + (Bl + D * ) ( ^ ) - D* = 0. (4.7) 

n # rr TlEr nEr 

Thee equation can be factorized to yield the quadratic equation 

A'(^f-B*AA'(^f-B*A + D'=0 (4.8) 
K>ErK>Er  ™Er 

forr n*Er/nEr with the coefficients A*,B% and D* given by 

T T 
A** = (1 + CnErTx)(l + CAErTlTd) + CTlErTx (1 + CAEr7ird) + 

( /Txx + C 7 l £ r T x / i ) ( l + CAErnTd) (4.9) 

£** = (1 + cnErTx)(l + c j4£;rnrrf)(l + cAxnr*)  + 
r* * 

^ x̂xnrnrxxcnrcnrdd[\[\  H (1 + c^j^nrd)] + 

frfr xx[l[l  + CAX«T* + cAErnrd(l + cAxnrm)} + 

(ciV^T** + ficNxTd + CA£rnTdCiVxT*)(l + frx)fxb + 

hcnThcnTdd-)-)xxnTnTxx + /iCArm-d(l + / T X + cnErTx) (4.10) 

and d 

D*D*  =^xnrxcnrd. (4.11) 

Applyingg the two-stream concept, the electron concentration is obtained 
fromm expression 3.27. In more explicit form for the excitation power G 
thee solution for nEr/nEr follows from 

nnEr Er 

(633 + b\y/G + 6JG + &*>/G3)(^) + c*2G = 0, (4.12) 
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withh the generalized temperature-dependent coefficients 

alal = 1 + cnErTx(l + — + ft) + / r x , (4.13) 

T** 1 
a** = CAErTd[l  + / T X + c n ^ r ^ l + 2 h /l)] , , =, (4.14) 

rrdd V7x + 7 

T** 1 
a jj = CUETTX—(cAErTd)2 ; — , (4.15) 

rr dd 7x + 7 

blbl = l + CUETTX + frx +cNxTdfxb(l + frx)( — + ft), (4.16) 

&ÏÏ = K 1 + CTlErTx + fTx)(CAErTd + C ^ T * + / lCAs^d) + 

(11 + frx)cAErTdcNxT* fxb]—==,  (4.17) 
VV 7x + 7 

T** 1 
&22 = [(1 + CTlErTx + /T^CAtfrTdCAcT* + 7 x ^ * ^ ( 1 H \~ fl)]  ; , 

TdTd l x + 7 
(4.18) ) 

and d 

T** 1 
&33 = 7x rzC T<i c ,4£rTd ,. (4.19) 

TTdd V(7x + 7)3 

(i=(i= rrïxïxTTxCTxCTdd——.——. (4.20) 
7xx ' 7 

Accountingg for the temperature dependence, the characteristic energies 
EExx,, the binding energy of electron and hole in an exciton, Exb, the energy 
off binding of an exciton to a neutral erbium center and E  ̂ the energy 
dissipatedd in the creation of an excited erbium ion from the bound exciton 
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situation,, are included in the solution through the factors ƒ (Eq. 3.6), fxb 

(Eq.. 3.7) and j \ (Eq. 3.8), respectively. The temperature dependence of 
thee equilibrium between free and erbium-bound excitons is represented 
inn the equations by fxb. This parameter expresses the balance of exci-
tonn capture between erbium, concentration nEr, and exciton density of 
states,, concentration Nx. To judge this process it is assumed that the 
concentrationn of optically active erbium ions is much smaller than the 
totall erbium concentration as was specified in the sample descriptions. 
Thee assumption that only around 1% of erbium is in the optically active 
statee is also based on monitoring the emitted power in the erbium lumi
nescencee under condition of their saturation and taking their radiative 
lifetimee TJ = 1 ms. The density of states in the exciton band Nx will be 
inn the range 2x l0 1 7 to 2xl0 1 8 cm - 3 for temperatures from 20 to 100 K. 
Withh an estimate for Exb between 10 and 15 meV the approximation 
ffxbxb = exp(—Exb/kT) will be valid. 

Assumingg avoidance of exceeding saturation and the presence of strong 
Augerr effect, as discussed in section 3.4.3, the expression 3.45 will again 
bee applicable. The solution for nEr/nEr, in this case, is written as 

n*n*FrFr cXG 
———— = (4 21) 
nE rr &5 + 6J\/G + &5<?" V " J 

Att low temperature one can simplify the result by putting ƒ = fxb = 
fifi  = 0. In this case the expression 4.21 gives the solution (n*Er/nEr)T=o-
Forr the practical purpose of comparing model predictions with results 
off experiments it is useful to express measured intensities at arbitrary 
temperaturee in units of the intensity as observed at low temperature, i.e., 
inn the normalized unit (nEr/nEr)T/(nEr/nEr)T=0, or (nEr)T/(nEr)T=0. 
Ass a solution one finally obtains 

((nn*Er)T/{n*Er)T/{n ErEr))TT=o=o = 

1/{11 + Axexp[-Ex/kT] + Axbexp[-Exb/kT] + 

AAxbxxbxexp[~(Eexp[~(Exbxb + Ex)/kT] + AAexp[-EA/kT] + 

AAAxAxexp[-{Eexp[-{EAA + Ex)/kT] + AAxbexp[-{EA + Exb)/kT] + 

AAAxbxAxbxexp[-(Eexp[-(EAA + Exb + Ex)/kT]}. (4.22) 
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Usingg expressions 3.6, 3.7 and 3.8 for f,fxb and / i , respectively, and the 
relationn G = PG\, the pre-exponential factors in Eq. 4.22 are derived as 

== Nf*  7*T* , (4.23) 

rNrN T* 
AA*»*» = 7, » , / . / = - T 5V (4"24> 

(11 + CnErTz)(l + VCAxT'/CAErTdVP) 

AAxbxxbx = ^ c J V ^ > ^ , , (4.25) 
NNxx (1 + cnErrx)(l + y/cAxT*lcAErTdy/P) 

AAAA =  ̂ y/cAsrycAErTty/P ( 4 > 2 6 ) 

T** (1 + y/CAxT*/CAErTdVP)(l + \f CAETT dl CAxT*\I P) 

.. Td NCNV 1XTX y/cAxT^/cAErTdVP ^ 
AA Ax = * 

T*T* Nx 1 + CUErTx 
P = - F ^^ y = - 7 ^ , (4-27) 

(11 + V
/CJ4a:T*/c^JE;rTdV-P)(l + \f CAErT di ^Axf*  ̂ P) 

AA - cN*Td 
A-AxbA-Axb — , , x 

11 + cnErTx 

(11 + ^CArTVcA£yT<iV^)(l + yj CAErT dj C-AxT*-JP) 
(4.28) ) 

and d 

__ Nc^cNxTdrj£^ 
s*Axbxs*Axbx — AT 1 I _ 

NNxx 1 + cnErTx 

—— , =-;=-.  (4.29) 
(11 + y/cAxT*/cAErTdVP){l + VcAEr^'dl'cAxT*V( P) 

Thee result is of the form as anticipated by equations 4.1 and 4.2 and 
comprisess all possible combinations of the activation energies Ex, Exi 
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andd E A- With the general expression 4.22 experimental data can be 
analyzed,, but in view of the large number of adjustable parameters no 
uniquee determination of them can be expected. To be more specific the 
magnitudee of the various terms in the denominator should be critically 
considered;; the activation energies are not equally effective in the low-
andd high-temper at ure ranges. It appears that all terms which include 
thee activation energy Ex are proportional to the dimensionless factor 
frfr xx = jxrx(NcNv/Nx)exp(-Ex/kT). With values j x = KT1 2 c m V 1 , 
TTXX = 4 x 10~6 s [10], one estimates frx « 4xl()-3T3/2exp(-Ex/kT). 
Thiss evaluation shows that the frx product is small compared to unity 
inn the temperature range below 100 K. By introducing this simplification 
thee four corresponding terms in Eq. 4.22 can be dropped. In terms of 
physics,, this approximation implies that the decay of free excitons by 
directt recombination, with the rate l / r x , dominates over the process of 
theirr thermally induced dissociation, with the rate governed by ƒ, in the 
temperaturee range considered. The steady state exciton concentration 
iss dictated by direct decay, not by the thermal equilibrium with free 
electronss and holes. In the experiment the thermal dissociation of excitons 
doess not play a role. Hence, its activation energy disappears from the 
equationss and is not measured. Of the remaining terms in Eq. 4.22 an 
estimatee of values shows that A A < AAxb, allowing the neglect of the 
termm AAexp[—EA/kT]. This latter approximation is, however, of small 
practicall relevance for the analysis of data. For the actual analysis of 
temperaturee dependence the curtailed form of Eq. 4.22 is used: 

1 1 
(n(nErEr))TT/(n/(nErEr))TT=o=o = ! + Axbexp{-Exb/kT] + AAxbexp[-(EA + Exb)/kT]' 

(4.30) ) 

Thee pre-exponential coefficients are 

CNCNXXT* T* 
AAxbxb = - ^ = - (4.31) 

(\+cn(\+cnErErrr xx 1 + v W P 
and d 

cNcN Td 

AAXAAX""  = (l + cnErTx)(l+f3VP + P)' ( 4 ' 3 2 ) 
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withh the introduction of the parameter p = CAX
T*/ cAErTd- The parame

terss (3 and p also appeared in the analysis of excitation power dependence; 
theirr numerical values were determined in chapter 3, section 3.4.3, and 
weree found not to deviate far from one. The results as following from 
Eq.. 4.30 show that the temperature dependence is a function of excita
tionn power. Under conditions of saturation the thermal quenching will be 
absent.. At low power the relation 

AAxbxb = —AAxb (4-33) 
Td Td 

iss established by the model. 
Analysiss of the data on temperature dependence as obtained in this 

investigationn is based on Eq. 4.30. Rewriting this equation in the form 

(n*(n*ErEr)T=o/(n*)T=o/(n*EEr)Tr)T ~ 1 = Axbexp[--j^] + AAxbexp{ A
fc^

 xb ] 

(4.34) ) 

showss that the curves as given in Figs 4.2(a-d) are predicted to be the sum 
off two exponential functions. From the results as shown for four kinds of 
crystallinee silicon samples it is concluded that in the temperature range 
beloww typically 100 K one exponential process contributes. This process 
iss identified with the term Axbexp[-Exb/kT] of Eq. 4.34. At tempera
turess above 100 K the data points deviate from the straight line in the 
positivee sense as a manifestation of the term AAxbexP[—{EA + Exb)/kT] 
whichh has the higher activation energy and becomes effective only at 
highh temperature. In this region, the photoluminescence intensity has 
alreadyy decreased to low levels and is measured with less accuracy. As 
alsoo fewer data points are available in the temperature range 100 —170 K 
thee parameters AAxb

 a n d E A 4- Exb
 c a n n o t be determined with high 

accuracy.. For the energy an error limit of at least 10 meV has to be 
accepted.. Actual data for the four samples at a few excitation power 
levelss in the intermediate power region were analyzed in this manner. 
Thee analyses could successfully be carried out with two exponential con
tributions.. Only in the case of samples Fz-Si:Er a third term with a 
smalll activation energy of around 1 meV, entry Ai,E\ in the Tables 4.1 
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:: 0.0024 exp(-1.1 meV/kT) K3*2, 
:: 0.037 exp(-14.5 meV/kT) K312'. 
:: 2300 exp(-109 meV/kT) K^2 ; 
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Figuree 4.2: Plots of (ix=0 ~~ IT)I'ITT3'2 as a function of reciprocal tem-
peratureperature illustrating the analysis based on Eq. 4-34 for (a) sample of Fz-
Si:Er,Si:Er, (b) sample of Cz-Si:Er, (c) sample of Cz-Si:Er,0 and (d) sample 
ofof MBE-Si:Er. The points  are experimental data. The solid lines rep-
resentresent exponential functions with temperature-dependent pre-exponential 
factors. factors. 
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andd 4.2, was helpful to improve the fit. The possible origin of this term 
iss outside the frame of the presented model and will be discussed in the 
nextt section. In the case of the sample Cz-Si:Er the higher temperature 
region,, where the term A x̂bexp[—(EA + Exb)/kT] starts to contribute, 
wass not reached. Given the satisfactory quality of the fits achieved over 
thee whole temperature range, as illustrated by Figs 4.1, an extension 
off Eq. 4.34 to include more exponential processes appears to be mean
ingless.. Numerical data obtained from the analysis are collected in Ta
bless 4.1 for all four kinds of sample and for a few levels of excitation 
power.. The pre-exponential factors and energies in this table are identi
fiedd with the Eq. 4.34 by A2T3/2 «-> Axh, A3T

3/2 <-• AAxb, E2 <-* Exb and 
E3E3 <-+ [Exb + E A)- Due to the appearance of NX7 the density of states 
inn the exciton band, in Eqs 4.31 and 4.32 both Axb and A X̂b include a 
T 3 / 22 temperature dependence. For this reason, such an analysis has been 
givenn preference. In the literature, however, analyses with temperature-
independentt pre-exponential coefficients prevail. The alternative analyses 
havee therefore also been made. The results following the use of Eq. 4.2 are 
givenn in Table 4.2. Although inconsistent with the model prescription, 
thee quality of such fits was not worse at all. On comparing the acti
vationn energies in the two tables, differences of several meV, sometimes 
amountingg to nearly 50%, are observed. This hampers the spectroscopic 
identificationn of the processes involved. Values for Exb are found to be 
differentt for the four kinds of sample, suggestive for exciton binding to 
erbium-relatedd centers with a different structure. Only one energy in the 
rangee 5 — 20 meV is required for the analyses. The absence of the activa
tionn energy Ex connected with exciton dissociation is understood by this 
result.. Following the analysis, the larger activation energy is identified 
withh EA + Exb leading to the experimental result E A ~ 100 meV. By 
thee physical model, E A is given as E A = Eg - Ex - Exb - EPL -Ed- In 
orderr to satisfy the experimental result, and with estimates for the silicon 
band-gapp energy Eg = 1170 meV, electron-hole binding energy in a free 
excitonn Ex = 15 meV, exciton binding energy to erbium center Exb = 15 
meV,, luminescence energy EPL ~ 800 meV, a donor ionization energy 
iss required of Ed — 240 meV, This is close to the level position at 266 
meVV as reported in Ref. [3] for the same float-zoned silicon as used in 
thee present experiments. As usual, the determination of pre-exponential 
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factorss has large uncertainties. From Eqs 4.31 and 4.32 with the param
eterss Nx/T^2 « 2x l0 1 5 cm-3K"3 /2 , nEr ~ 5x l0 1 5 cm"3 and r*  w rx 

thee model order-of-magnitude predictions for the temperature-constant 
pre-exponentiall factors are Ai < 1 K - 3 / 2 and A3 = (Td/T*)A2 < 103 

K - 3 / 2 .. Taking into account the difficulty of precise determination of pre-
exponentiall factors, the experimental findings are in agreement with the 
parameterss as given in Table 4.1. The smaller values of Exf, and large 
ratioo Tdfr* for MBE-Si:Er sample are not clear at this moment and may 
bee related to the much larger erbium concentration in this sample. The 
experimentall results also tend to support the model prediction that for 
higherr excitation powers the temperature dependence becomes weaker. 
AA dependence of activation energies on excitation power is, however, not 
accountedd for within the model. Figs 4.1 demonstrate the quality of the 
fits;fits; a good agreement may be concluded. 

4.55 Relation between erbium and silicon band-
edgee photoluminescence 

Investigatingg the temperature dependence of Er PL intensity in the tem
peraturee range from 10 to 30 K evidence for participation of excitons 
boundd to shallow impurities of the host in the excitation process of er
biumm ions has been experimentally found. In some particular samples a 
growthh of the Er PL intensity by 10% when increasing the temperature 
wass observed. For the same temperatures in the wavelength region corre
spondingg to the band-edge luminescence of silicon there was a transition 
fromm excitons bound to shallow impurities to free excitons. 

Figss 4.3(a) and 4.3(b) show the erbium and the band-edge photolu
minescencee spectra, respectively, which were measured for a Cz-Si:Er,0 
samplee at several temperatures. The increase of the erbium photolumi
nescencee with increasing temperature could be explained by the mutual 
relationn between shallow traps and deeper luminescent centers, where 
thermallyy induced energy transfer from impurity traps of the silicon host 
too erbium-related centers was happening. The excitons bound to shallow 
impuritiess (BEro, \BE ~ 1135.3 nm) were dissociated to free excitons 
(FE,, XFE = H29.6 nm) with free-to-bound binding energy of about 3 
meVV [11]. The excitons freed from the shallow traps become available 
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Figuree 4.3: PL spectra measured for the Czochralski-grown silicon sample 
implantedimplanted with erbium and oxygen (Cz-Si:Er, O), followed by an annealing 
atat 90(PC for 30 minutes; (a) Er-related photoluminescence at 9.5 and 
2222 K, (b) silicon band-edge photoluminescence at temperatures of 9.5, 22 
andand 70 K. The 514-5 nm line of the Ar+-ion laser is used for excitation. 
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Figuree 4.4: Temperature dependence of PL intensity measured for the 
Czochralski-grownCzochralski-grown silicon sample implanted with erbium and oxygen (Cz-
Si:Er,Si:Er, 0), followed by an annealing at 90(T C for 30 minutes; emission 
ofof free and bound excitons and Er-related photoluminescence measured at 
laserlaser excitation power 1 mW (a), emission of free and bound excitons 
carriedcarried out at laser excitation power of 20 mW (b); (a) and (b) are in the 
samesame PL intensity units. 

forr capture by deeper, excitonic and luminescent traps; in this case these 

couldd be the Er-related luminescent centers. Consequently a rise in er

biumm photoluminescence is observed when the temperature is raised up 

too about 25 K. At higher temperatures, excitons from the erbium-related 

t rapss are also thermally released, the erbium photoluminescence is ther

mallyy quenched, as discussed in the previous section. 

Inn Fig. 4.4(a) the Er PL intensity, which was carried out on a sample 

implantedd with erbium and oxygen (Cz-Si:Er,0) at low excitation power, 

11 mW, measured in front of the sample dewar, is plotted as a function of 

temperaturee in the range from 9.5 to 160 K. Temperature dependencies of 
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luminescencee of free excitons and excitons bound to shallow-impurity cen
terss in silicon measured at the same excitation power are also illustrated. 
Thee photoluminescence intensity of the bound excitons decreased below 
thee detection level at a temperature of about 25 K. At about the same 
temperaturee the PL intensities of erbium and free excitons reached maxi
mumm values and then gradually decreased. The shape of the free-exciton 
linee is broadened at higher temperatures and the intensity is diminished 
att a temperature of about 45 K. In Fig. 4.4(b) the PL intensity of the free-
excitonn line was relatively increased at the higher laser excitation power, 
200 mW, when the high bound-exciton concentration near the saturation 
regionn was achieved. At high temperatures, when all excitons bound with 
shalloww impurities are dissociated an interesting feature has been found. 
Thee free exciton is still clearly seen at temperatures up to 70 K, as illus
tratedd in Fig. 4.3(b) and Fig. 4.4(b), then vanishes at a temperature of 
aboutt 100 K. This suggests a pulsed operation. In a cw experiment exci
tonss are not bound (to appreciable concentration) at shallow and deeper 
trapss for a high temperature, 100 K. In cw conditions there is equilibrium 
betweenn free and bound excitons. At high temperature and high power it 
favorss the existence of free excitons. The Er PL is not increased at these 
temperaturess because of the thermal dissociation of Er-bound excitons, 
whichh is effectively active at temperatures up to 100 K. The binding en
ergyy of excitons to erbium centers of about 15 meV has been found for 
thiss material, see Tables 4.1 and 4.2. For this reason the presence of free 
excitonss at high temperature could be due to the fact that they are not 
boundd at shallow and deep states. 

Comingg back to the temperature quenching of Er PL intensity as 
discussedd in the section 4.4 a small activation energy appeared in the 
samplee of Fz-Si:Er. To explain this observation it is assumed that in 
thee particular samples (Er-related centers) the excitation of the erbium 
ionss can occur via energy transfer from excitons bound to shallow centers 
too the 4 / electrons of the erbium ions. The probability of this process is 
substantiall if the shallow centers are in the vicinity of the erbium core [12]. 
Ass the temperature is raised the shallow-impurity bound excitons in these 
materialss are dissociated to become free excitons or carriers in the band. 
Inn that case the erbium photoluminescence could be thermally quenched 
andd the free-to-bound activation energy could enter in the temperature-
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dependentt analysis of the experimental data. In fact, in the solution 
off n*ET/riEr,  Eqs 4.30 and 4.34, the activation energy Exb could be the 
bindingg energy of excitons to erbium centers or to shallow centers of the 
siliconn host as well. For this reason the small activation energies of about 
11 — 3 meV as given in Tables 4.1 and 4.2 could be the release energy 
fromm the excitons bound to shallow impurities to free excitons in silicon 
materials. . 

4.66 Conclusions 

Thee temperature dependence of the photoluminescence intensity of erbium-
dopedd silicon in the 1.54 /mi spectrum has been measured. For the anal
ysiss a model was used in which the incident light energy is transferred 
viaa the intermediate stages of free electrons and holes, free excitons and 
erbium-boundd excitons to the intra-4 ƒ-shell excited erbium ions. The 
thermall dependence is governed by the binding energy of excitons to er
biumm centers, Exb, in the temperature range below 100 K. The energy of 
bindingg electrons and holes together in an exciton does not have an effect 
onn the temperature dependence. At higher temperatures, above 100 K, 
ann activation energy near 100 meV becomes more prominent. This en
ergyy is associated with the transfer of energy from an excited erbium 
ionn back to an erbium-bound exciton. Similar parameters are obtained 
forr the erbium implanted samples; for the MBE-grown sample with its 
higherr erbium concentration a smaller energy Exf, and smaller pre-factors 
aree found. The release from shallow-impurity-bound excitons of the sil
iconn host to free excitons leads to the raising of photoluminescence in 
thee temperature range from 10 to 25 K. The binding energy of excitons 
too shallow centers is found to be about 1—3 meV. The optically active 
erbiumm ions appear to be a small fraction only, of order 1%, of the total 
erbiumm content. Enhancement of this fraction by improved technology 
willl lead to substantially enlarged luminescence intensity. 
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Chapterr 5 

Effectss of mid-infrared 
radiationn on erbium-related 
photoluminescence e 

Abstract Abstract 

InIn a two-beam experiment, a Nd:YAG laser operating in the visible and 
aa free-electron laser providing an intense mid-infrared illumination are 
usedused to investigate the photoluminescence in erbium-implanted silicon. 
ItIt  is shown that, depending on particular conditions, the infrared beam 
cancan lead to quenching as well as enhancement of erbium luminescence. 
TheThe quenching effect has been observed in samples where low-symmetry 
erbium-relatederbium-related optically active centers dominate the luminescence spec-
trum.trum. In these samples, an additional intensity has been seen for long 
delaydelay times of the infrared pulse with respect to the Nd:YAG laser, when 
thethe quenching effect had already decayed. In the samples where cubic-
symmetrysymmetry centers dominate the luminescence spectra, the enhancement 
effecteffect was observed already at a very short delay time. The origin of 
thethe enhancement effect is discussed in detail. It is concluded that the en-
hancementhancement effect is related to energy storage at shallow centers available in 
erbium-dopederbium-doped silicon samples. Carriers generated by a band-to-band exci-
tationtation are participating not only in the excitation of erbium luminescence 
viavia the excitonic mechanism, but are also trapped at various defect states. 
TheThe infrared pulse photoionizes them, thus promoting extra carriers into 
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thethe excitation channel of the Er3  ̂ ion, leading to an additional lumi-
nescence.nescence. By scanning the wavelength of the free-electron laser ionization 
spectraspectra of shallow centers participating in the energy transfer are obtained. 
TheThe free-electron laser power dependence of luminescence intensity is in-
vestigated.vestigated. A theoretical description is proposed in good agreement with 
thethe experimental data. The quenching effect is propounded to be a conse-
quencequence of disruption of the energy transfer processes by the mid-infrared 
beam. beam. 

5.11 Introductio n 

Propertiess of erbium-doped silicon receive much attention due to the pho
tonicc potential of this material. From the physical point of view an erbium 
ionn embedded in the silicon matrix forms a complicated system where 
atomic-likee electronic properties of the 4 / core of a rare-earth ion and 
extendedd states of the crystal are merged. Understanding of the energy 
transferr mechanisms that are responsible for the erbium core excitation 
andd of the multiple recombination paths within that system, constitutes 
onee of the most challenging tasks of contemporary materials science of sil
icon.. Potential application in optoelectronics creates a strong motivation 
forr the investigations. 

Thee excitation mechanism of erbium in silicon is commonly accepted 
too be a multi-stage process comprising exciton formation and localization 
att an Er-related center. The final energy transfer to the inner core is 
thenn accomplished in an Auger process involving an electron in the 4 / 
shelll and accommodation of the excess energy [1]. An alternative model 
assumess that the 4 / shell is excited due to recombination of an electron 
localizedd at an Er-related donor with a free hole [2]. The majority of the 
informationn currently available on the excitation and de-excitation mech
anismss is based on results obtained from temperature quenching of pho-
toluminescencee (PL) intensity and the decay characteristics of the erbium 
excitedd state [3, 4]. However, the effects of several simultaneously active 
mechanismss have to be deduced from an overall dependence. Processes 
governedd by larger activation energies can only be observed at sufficiently 
highh temperature and, therefore, for a lower photoluminescence intensity. 
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Thiss problem can be avoided in a two-beam experiment as presented in 
thiss chapter. In the experiment an intense mid-infrared (MIR) beam from 
aa free-electron laser (FEL) operating parallel to the above-band gap exci
tationn is used to activate individual energy transfer mechanisms between 
thee 4/-electron shell of an Er3+ ion and the silicon host. In that way, 
alll the energy transfer processes, regardless of their activation energies, 
cann be induced and investigated at low temperature, under conditions 
off strong photoluminescence intensity. Changes of erbium luminescence 
cann be measured as a function of free-electron laser wavelength, power 
andd timing with respect to the above-band gap excitation. Two effects, 
whichh are the quenching and the enhancement of erbium luminescence, 
havee been observed and will be discussed here. 

5.22 Experimental details 

5.2.11 Samples 

Inn this study four different kinds of Si:Er sample were used. 
1.. A Czochralski-grown p-type silicon sample, which was doped with 

erbiumm and oxygen by implantation with the doses of 3x 1012 and 3x l0 1 3 

cm - 2 ,, respectively. Implantation was performed at room temperature 
andd followed by an annealing at a temperature of 900°C for 30 minutes 
inn nitrogen ambient. For further reference, the sample is labeled as Cz-
Si:Er,00 annealed at 900°C. 

2.. With the same sample preparation procedure like the first sample, 
aa second one was annealed at a higher temperature of 1000°C in nitrogen 
ambient.. This sample is designated as Cz-Si:Er,0 annealed at 1000°C. 

3.. The third sample, designated Cz-Si:Er, was prepared from p-type 
Czochralski-grownn silicon by erbium ion implantation at an energy of 320 
keVV to an erbium peak concentration of 5x l0 1 7 cm - 3 . The sample was 
followedd by a brief annealing at 900°C for 15 minutes. 

4.. This sample was prepared from float-zoned, n-type silicon material 
byy erbium implantation (1.1 MeV) to a total dose of lx lO 1 3 cm - 2 at an 
elevatedd temperature of 500°C. No coimplants have been used and no 
furtherr heat treatment has been applied. It is labeled as Fz-Si:Er. 
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Figuree 5.1: The double-beam experimental set-up; (a) primary excitation 
sourcesource is a pulsed Nd:YAG laser operating at XYAG — 532 nm or a cw 
solid-statesolid-state laser operating at XDIODE — 820 nm, the second excitation 
sourcesource is the free-electron laser operating in the mid-infrared, (b) structure 
ofof the free-electron laser pulse. 

5.2.22 Experimental set-up 

Forr initial optical band-to-band excitation the samples were illuminated 
byy a pulsed Nd:YAG laser with a repetition rate of 5 Hz and pulse duration 
off 7 ns. The intrinsic pulse wavelength of the Nd:YAG laser is 1064 
nm.. After passing through a second-harmonic generator the wavelength 
iss shortened to XYAG = 532 nm and the beam is directed onto the sample. 
Thee diameter of the laser spot on the sample was about 3 mm with about 
44 /LtJ energy per pulse. Alternatively, a continuous wave (cw) solid-state 
laserr operating at XDIODE — 820 nm was used as a primary excitation 
source.. In addition to the above-band gap excitation, pulsed mid-infrared 
radiationn from the free-electron laser was applied with the same repetition 
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ratee as the Nd:YAG laser. The FEL beam delivers "macropulses" with a 
durationn of 5 — 10 fis, which consist of a train of " micropulses" that have 
1.77 ps width and a repetition rate of 25 MHz. In the experiments, the 
wavelengthh of the MIR pulse could be adjusted within the 7.3 — 17.3 ^m 
(700 — 170 meV) range. Also, its timing with respect to the Nd:YAG pulse 
cann be altered within the range of zero to ten milliseconds. In order to 
avoidd a possible penetration of shorter wavelengths present in the FEL 
beamm due to generation of higher harmonics, a short wavelength cutoff 
7.22 /xm filter was inserted before the sample. The experimental set-up is 
illustratedd in Fig. 5.1. 

Thee emerging photoluminescence at A = 1540 nm was collected through 
aa band-pass filter of 20 nm bandwidth centered at A^ « 1540 nm. By us
ingg the band-pass filter instead of a monochromator only the most promi
nentt PL component has been recorded, but the signal-to-noise ratio has 
beenn improved. The PL signal was detected by a germanium detector 
(North-Coastt EO-817). The detection system has a rise time of a few fis 
andd a fall time of about 70 fxs. Consequently, the true time dependence 
off the PL intensity is not necessarily exactly reproduced experimentally. 
Inn particular, the rise time of the light emission is probably much faster 
thann appears from the measured signal. After amplification the signal 
wass accumulated by a digital oscilloscope (LeCroy 9310M) and fed to a 
computer.. The experimental points have been averaged over 100 or 200 
excitationn pulses. All the reported experimental data were obtained at 
aa temperature of 5 K for samples placed in a helium gas flow cryostat 
(Oxfordd Instruments). 

5.33 Photoluminescence spectra 

Thee photoluminescence spectrum of the sample Cz-Si:Er shows predom
inantlyy emission from the so-called cubic erbium centers. For the sample 
Fz-Si:Err the PL spectrum is dominated by non-cubic components. The 
Er-relatedd emissions of both samples can be found in the chapter 3, sec
tionn 3.3 of this thesis and in Ref. [5]. 

Inn Fig. 5.2 photoluminescence spectra of the samples Cz-Si:Er,0 an
nealedd at 900°C and at 1000°C are illustrated. For the sample annealed 
att 900°C a five-lines spectrum, with its components indicated by arrows, 
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Figuree 5.2: Photoluminescence spectra observed for Cz-Si:Er,0 samples 
annealedannealed at 900° C and 1000° C. Temperature T = 5 K. The insert shows 
thethe prominent parts of the erbium luminescence selected by a band-pass 
filterfilter  of 20 nm width. 

dominates.. According to the crystal-field analysis of the ground and ex
citedd state splitting [6], these correspond to an Er-related optically active 
centerr of cubic symmetry, similar to the situation in sample Cz-Si:Er. For 
thee sample annealed at 1000°C a different PL spectrum is observed. It 
doess not show sharp features, but only a relatively broad emission with 
aa weaker intensity than that of the most prominent spectral component 
foundd for the sample annealed at 900° C. The broad emission bands are 
ratherr similar to those observed in erbium-doped silicon oxide [7]. The 
broadd emission bands, therefore, are attributed to the erbium-oxygen 
clusterss of low symmetry. The insert of Fig. 5.2 shows the spectral com
ponentss of the erbium luminescence which are selected by the band-pass 
filterr of 20 nm width centered at A^ = 1540 nm. The results presented 
inn this chapter are reported for these prominent parts. 
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Figuree 5.3: FEL-induced quenching and enhancement effects observed for 
thethe sample of float-zoned silicon (Fz-Si:Er) for different delay times be-
tweentween the Nd:YAG and the MIR pulses. Wavelength XFEL = 14 A4771-
TemperatureTemperature T = 5 K. 

5.44 Free-electron laser induced quenching effect 

Itt is known that erbium in silicon does not form a unique center, but in
troducess several Er-related defects of different symmetry and/or different 
microscopicc structure. One might therefore expect that these have indi
viduall excitation paths with different characteristics and, consequently, 
respondd differently to the MIR pulse. The quenching of photolumines
cencee intensity upon application of MIR pulses has been observed in sam
pless where the lower-than-cubic symmetry erbium centers dominate the 
PLL spectra. Figs 5.3 and 5.4 illustrate the quenching of photolumines
cencee intensities for the Fz-Si:Er and the Cz-Si:Er,0 annealed at 1000°C 
samples,, respectively. The solid curves are the time developments of the 
erbiumm photoluminescence following the Nd:YAG excitation pulse. The 
Err PL intensity first increases, achieves a broad maximum and then grad
uallyy diminishes. The broken curves represent the time dependencies of 
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Figuree 5.4: FEL-induced quenching and enhancement effects observed for 
thethe sample of Cz-Si:Er, O annealed at 1000° C for 30 minutes for different 
delaydelay times between the Nd:YAG and the MIR pulses. Wavelength XFEL 

==  10 fim. Temperature T = 5 K. 

thee PL signal when a MIR pulse is applied at different delay times after 
thee above-band gap excitation pulse. As can be seen, for short delay times 
thee MIR pulse leads to considerable quenching of the Er PL intensity. By 
increasingg the delay time between the two pulses the quenching effect 
iss gradually reduced and, eventually, an addition of PL intensity sets in 
forr both samples, as shown in Figs 5.3 and 5.4. The effect of additional 
photoluminescencee intensity will be discussed in detail in next section. 

Thee quenching effect has been proposed to be a consequence of the 
disruptionn of the energy transfer processes by the MIR radiation. In 
orderr to understand the effect of FEL on the excitation mechanism of 
erbiumm luminescence, we first establish the relation between PL intensities 
off two special cases. The first one is the time development of erbium 
luminescencee under only Nd:YAG pulse excitation and the other one is 
off Nd:YAG and MIR pulses applied at the same time. The results are 
presentedd in Fig. 5.5 for the Fz-Si:Er and the Cz-Si:Er,0 annealed at 
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Figuree 5.5: Mutual relation between erbium photoluminescence intensity 
withwith and without application of a MIR pulse for (a) the Fz-Si:Er sample 
andand (b) the Cz-Si:Er,0 annealed at WOtTC sample. Primary excitation 
sourcesource is a pulsed Nd:YAG laser. Wavelengths XFEL = 14 rim, XYAG = 
532532 nm. Temperature T = 5 K. 

1000°CC samples. Linear extrapolation of experimental data crosses the 
origin.. These results show that the total number of erbium ions attaining 
thee excited state following the Nd:YAG laser pulse is reduced by the 
MIRR pulse. In a test experiment, application of the MIR pulse before the 
Nd:YAGG laser did not produce any quenching of PL intensity. Thermal 
heatingg of the crystal lattice, which has a relaxation time in the order 
off milliseconds, is thus excluded. The quenching effect is found on the 
timee scale of hundreds of microseconds of delay time. After longer delay 
times,, when the number of excited erbium ions is still significant, the 
quenchingg effect is already minimized. The lifetime of Nd:YAG-generated 
freee carriers and excitons is very short, well below a microsecond. One 
can,, therefore, conclude that there exists a state, in between the electron-
holee pair and the excited erbium ion, whose population is influenced by 
thee MIR pulse. This causes the reduction of Er PL intensity. The state 
couldd be an intermediate Er-related bound-exciton state [8]. In this case 

TT  i 1 1 r 
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Figuree 5.6: Illustration of the FEL-induced enhancement of erbium pho-
toluminescencetoluminescence observed for sample Cz-Si:Er,0 annealed at 900° C for 
3030 minutes for different delay times between the Nd:YAG and the MIR 
pulses.pulses. Wavelength \FEL — H /^m- Temperature T = 5 K. 

lifetimee of the intermediate state would have to be relatively long. A 
simplee analysis of the signal shape (Figs 5.3, 5.4) leads to a much shorter 
value.. This apparent contradiction requires further investigation. Differ
entt values for the lifetime of the Er-related intermediate state have been 
reported;; these range from tens of microseconds [9, 10], to microseconds 
[1,, 2, 3] and even to w 50 ns [11]. Also, the fact that different quench
ingg levels of the PL intensity are observed in different samples, is not 
accountedd for by detailed modelling at this moment. 

5.55 Free-electron laser induced enhancement ef
fect t 

5.5.11 Preliminarie s 

Thee enhancement effect is. observed for all investigated samples. In the 
Fz-Si:Err sample and sample Cz-Si:Er,0 annealed at 1000°C the additional 
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PLL intensity appears when the MIR pulse is applied with a considerable 
delayy to the primary visible excitation pulse. In the samples Cz-Si:Er 
andd Cz-Si:Er,0 annealed at 900°C, in which the cubic centers dominate 
Err PL spectra, the enhancement effect can be seen already at very short 
delayy times. In Fig. 5.6 the broken curves illustrate the enhancements of 
photoluminescencee intensity for the Cz-Si:Er,0 sample annealed at 900°C 
ass induced for different delay times between the Nd:YAG and the MIR 
pulses.. The solid curve is the time development of the erbium photolumi
nescencee of this sample following the Nd:YAG excitation pulse only. The 
additionall PL intensity is also detected with the cw diode laser used as 
thee primary excitation source. Fig. 5.7 presents the time developments of 
Err PL intensity of Cz-Si:Er sample upon Nd:YAG and cw solid-state laser 
excitationss and a subsequent illumination by FEL radiation. In case of 
pulsedd Nd:YAG excitation, a delay time of 1 ms between the two beams 
hass been used. 

Inn order to analyze the experimental results, it is assumed that the 
erbiumm luminescence is induced by both cubic and non-cubic symmetry 
centers.. In the samples where the low-symmetry centers dominate PL 
spectraa the quenching effect is initially observed. After its diminishing 
thee enhancement effect will dominate. In contrast, in the samples where 
thee cubic symmetries dominate the Er PL spectra, the enhancement effect 
prevailss over the quenching effect. The enhancement effect is, therefore, 
observedd in those samples already for a short delay time. The magni
tudee of the additional PL intensity depends on the particularities of the 
sample:: it is bigger in oxygen-rich Cz-Si than in oxygen-lean Fz-Si ma
terial.. The kinetics of the enhancement effect is independent of the type 
off band-to-band excitation and is similar to the erbium luminescence ob
tainedd upon band-to-band excitation, as shown in the insert of Fig. 5.7 
forr sample Cz-Si:Er. Studying the dependence of the magnitude of the 
enhancementt effect on the delay time between the visible and the MIR 
pulses,, experimental observation shows that the additional PL intensity 
increasess gradually with increasing the delay time, attains a broad max
imumm at a few milliseconds and then decreases; the enhancement effect 
cann still be seen at At > 10 ms for all investigated samples. 
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Figuree 5.7: Illustration of the FEL-induced enhancement of erbium pho-
toluminescencetoluminescence observed for sample Cz-Si:Er; the delay time between the 
visiblevisible Nd:YAG and the MIR pulses is At = 1 ms at the MIR-pulse wave-
lengthlength of XFEL

 = 13.5 fj,m. The insert shows the same kinetics of the 
enhancementenhancement effect for different excitation sources. 

5.5.22 Proposed mechanism of FEL-induced enhancement 
off  erbium photoluminescence 

Basedd on the experimental data it is possible to conclude that the Er-
relatedd emission can be generated with a light pulse in the mid-infrared 
range.. The results show that the centers responsible for the FEL-induced 
enhancementt of erbium luminescence have a long lifetime of an order of 
tenn milliseconds. Since the smallest energy necessary for generation of 
thee 4/i3/2 excited state of Er3+ ion responsible for the observed lumi
nescencee at A « 1.5 /an is approximately 800 meV, and therefore much 
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Figuree 5.8: Schematic illustration of the proposed mechanism responsible 
forfor the FEL-induced Er^+-ion excitation. 

largerr than the MIR quantum energy of 70 — 170 meV, a direct excitation 
effectt could only be related to multiple photon absorption. The multi-
photonn absorption in the intense field of a free-electron laser is certainly 
plausiblee and has been reported in the studies of COO [12]. In the current 
study,, however, the visible excitation preceding the MIR pulse consti
tutess a necessary condition for the effect to occur. This is evident from 
thee observation that the additional luminescence is not detected when 
thee MIR pulse is applied prior to the Nd:YAG laser. The multiphoton 
absorptionn by the silicon crystal or directly by Er3+ ions as possible exci
tationn mechanisms responsible for the additional PL signal is, therefore, 
excluded. . 

Inn order to account for the enhancement effect, a mechanism of FEL-
inducedd erbium luminescence is proposed in which the energy provided by 
thee excitation in the visible is stored for some time and is then transferred 
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too erbium ions upon application of the MIR pulse. Such a mechanism is 
depictedd in Fig. 5.8. One can expect that free carriers excited by the 
visiblee band-to-band excitation undergo various recombinations. Some 
off them will result in erbium excitation, giving rise to luminescence. In 
stronglyy defected material, however, many carrier-trapping centers will 
existt which will not contribute to erbium luminescence. These provide al
ternativee channels of mostly nonradiative recombinations. Some of them 
willl serve as efficient recombination centers, while others may have longer 
lifetimes.. The intense MIR pulse applied after the excitation will ionize 
thee long-living traps. The condition for this to occur is a sufficiently small 
ionizationn energy of the centers involved, so that the process can be ac
tivatedd by the mid-infrared radiation. The centers that take part in the 
enhancementt effect will, therefore, have the character of shallow traps. 
Thee chance exists that the free carriers generated in that way might be 
recapturedd at Er-related centers capable of Er3+ core excitation. Conse
quently,, the additional luminescence will appear with its magnitude gov
ernedd by the intensity of the free-electron laser, the capture cross section, 
concentrationn and lifetime of the relevant traps. 

5.5.33 Dependence of the additional erbium photolumines-
cencee on mid-infrare d wavelength 

Thee wavelength dependence of the FEL-induced erbium photolumines-
cencee is shown in Fig. 5.9 for the Fz-Si:Er sample upon pulsed Nd:YAG 
excitationn and for the Cz-Si:Er sample upon excitation with the pulsed 
Nd:YAGG and with the cw solid-state laser. This was scaled for an iden
ticall number of photons per pulse at every wavelength. The results for 
bothh samples show a clear difference at low energies of the free-electron 
laserr beam {hv < 125 meV), followed by a similar behavior for the higher 
energyy range. According to the above proposed mechanism of the FEL-
inducedd erbium luminescence, results depicted in Fig. 5.9 represent ioniza
tionn spectra of dominant traps contributing to the energy storage process. 
Itt has been shown [13] that the photoionization cross section a of a trap 
cann be described as 

(too - Epfft 
aa = m (H3+^  '  (5-1) 
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Figuree 5.9: The wavelength dependence of the magnitude of the FEL-
inducedinduced erbium luminescence plotted for the Cz-Si:Er and the Fz-Si:Er 
samples.samples. The fits to Eq. 5.1 gave ionization energies Epi = 65 meV 
(solid(solid curves) and EB2 = 130-^140 me V (broken curves). The parameters 
7ii = 72 = 1- In the case of Nd:YAG excitation the delay time is 1 ms. 

wheree m is a constant, hv and Erj correspond to the energy of the ionizing 
beamm and the ionization energy of the trap, respectively. The parameter 
77 depends on the particular form of the binding potential. The following 
unequalityy holds for 7: 

0 < 7 < 1 -- (5.2) 

Thee parameter is 7 = 0 and 7 = 1 for <5-like and Coulomb potentials, 
respectively.. Formula 5.1 gives a rather broad and featureless wavelength 
dependence,, with an onset corresponding to hv = ED, and a maximum at 
hvhv = Y^D and hv = 2Eu for de-localized and localized binding poten
tialss (Coulomb and <5-like potentials), respectively. Inspecting the wave
lengthh dependencies obtained experimentally for Cz-Si:Er and Fz-Si:Er 
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sampless displayed in Fig. 5.9 one can conclude that different traps are re
sponsiblee for the FEL-induced excitation of erbium in the two materials. 
Thee ionization spectra of the sample Cz-Si:Er show identical behavior 
forr both band-to-band excitation sources. They have a broad maximum 
att an energy around 90 — 100 meV and an extrapolated onset at about 
655 meV. The solid curves in Fig. 5.9 represent fits to Eq. 5.1 for 7 = 1. 
Followingg the interpretation of the proposed mechanism, it is concluded 
thatt the trap responsible for the FEL-induced erbium photoluminescence 
iss in this case characterized by an extended binding potential. From the 
fit,fit, the ionization energy EDI = 65 meV is obtained. Both features are 
inn agreement with typical shallow effective-mass-theory centers in silicon. 
Thee observation of a shallow center participating in the energy transfer 
processess pertinent to Er34" core excitation in an oxygen-rich Cz-Si envi
ronment,, which has been found here, is the first spectroscopic evidence 
off the influence of oxygen on the optical activity of erbium in silicon. 
Forr both samples the PL intensities exhibit a similar rise in the high-
energyy region of the spectra. The experimentally measured ionization 
spectraa show a very pronounced increase for the largest energies of the 
MIRR beam. This feature is assigned to a deeper trap characterized by a 
bindingg energy Em in the range of 130 -r 140 meV as concluded from 
thee fits to Eq. 5.1, which are given by the broken curves in Fig. 5.9. 
Sincee this trap appears in both Fz-Si:Er and Cz-Si:Er materials, it seems 
plausiblee that it is introduced by the erbium ion itself. 

5.5.44 D e p e n d e n ce of the addi t ional e rb iu m photo lumines-
cencee on mid-infrare d pulse power 

Thee FEL-power dependence of the additional PL intensity has been in
vestigatedd and the results for samples Cz-Si:Er is illustrated in Fig. 5.10. 
Forr the pulsed NdrYAG excitation the effect is initially linear and a satu
rationn sets in for higher power values. Experimental data could be fitted 
withh the formula 

A rr rniPFEL 

AipLL = 7 - 5 , (5.3) 
11 4- m2PFEL 

wheree PFEL is the free-electron laser power and mi and 7712 are fitting pa
rameters.. The integrated intensity of the additional PL signal is propor
tionall to the number of Er3 + ions which attain the excited state following 
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Figuree 5.10: The FEL-power dependence of the additional erbium lumi-
nescencenescence measured for the sample Cz-Si:Er for (a) primary pulsed excita-
tiontion with the Nd:YAG laser; the broken line is a fit to Eq. 5.3; (b) primary 
excitationexcitation with the cw solid-state laser, the solid line is a fit to Eq. 5.4-

thee MIR pulse. On the other hand, the operational power of the free-
electronn laser determines the actual number of photons contained in the 
MIRR pulse. Therefore, the experimentally found linear power dependence 
off the FEL-induced PL intensity shows proportionality between the num
berr of MIR photons and the number of additional recombinations leading 
too erbium excitation. One can conclude that a carrier (an electron or a 
hole)) ionized from a trap by the photon absorption can recombine with 
aa carrier of the opposite sign available in the material. In this case the 
intensityy of additional luminescence will increase linearly with FEL power 
until,, at high densities of MIR photons, the saturation will set in, as the 
numberr of populated traps becomes exhausted. This scenario is consis
tentt with the experimental behavior obtained for investigated samples 
underr conditions of primary excitation by a pulsed Nd:YAG laser. 

Thee situation is different for the case of cw solid-state laser excita
tion.. As can be seen in Fig. 5.10, no saturation of the additional erbium 
luminescencee was observed over more than three decades of FEL power. 
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Thee magnitude of the FEL-induced erbium luminescence was found to be 
proportionall to the square root of the FEL power 

AIAIPLPL==  m3y/PFEL- (5.4) 

Underr continuous illumination (cw) all the centers, related and unrelated 
too erbium, attain equilibrium concentrations as excitation and recombi
nationn processes balance each other. Application of the MIR radiation of 
cww illumination will temporarily block recombination channels involving 
shalloww impurities by ionizing them; at the same time other recombination 
pathss will be promoted. Such an effect is similar to that observed under 
applicationn of a microwave field. It has been shown that the microwave-
inducedd impact ionization in InP:Yb leads to a decrease of the photolumi-
nescencee related to shallow levels, donor-acceptor pair and bound exciton 
emissionn bands, which is accompanied by an increase of Yb emission [14]. 
Inn view of an evidently very long lifetime of the carriers trapped at levels 
involvedd in the mechanism investigated here, it is assumed that these lev
elss will be completely filled under conditions of a continuous band-to-band 
excitation,, thus resulting in carrier storage. Assuming that the shallow 
trapss are donors, the generation of extra carriers in the conduction band 
byy the MIR pulse will resemble the generation of electron-hole pairs across 
aa sub-band with the relation AnpimP ~ PFEL

 a n d An — pimp, where An 
iss the extra electron concentration in the conduction band and pimp cor
respondss to the hole concentration at shallow states. This is different to 
thee case of pulsed Nd:YAG excitation, where one has An <C pimp- The 
additionall PL intensity under cw solid-state laser excitation will be pro
portionall to the product Anp, where p is the number of holes generated 
byy the primary beam. This leads to AIPL ~ \/PFEL, in agreement with 
thee experiments as presented in Fig. 5.10 [15]. 

Thee equilibrium state can be described by the excitonic mechanism 
whichh was initially developed for the erbium-in-silicon system by Bresler 
etet at. [1] and further modified to account for the excitation power and 
temperaturee dependence of the photoluminescence intensity, as presented 
inn chapters 3 and 4. Since the experiment was performed at liquid helium 
temperature,, practically all electron-hole pairs excited by visible light are 
boundd into free excitons or recombined via alternative centers. Therefore, 
thee concentrations of free electrons and holes are low. The free excitons 
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migratee and they are captured by neutral donors induced by erbium com
plexes.. It is assumed that there exist two types of capture centers one 
off which does not activate erbium ions, designated as "nonactive", while 
thee other produces excitation of erbium luminescence and is designated as 
"active".. Under stationary conditions of erbium pumping the equilibrium 
situationn will be reached. From these conditions the following appropri
atee set of kinetic equations will be given for the concentrations of free 
excitons,, nx, bound-nonactive excitons, nxbn, bound-active excitons, n ^ 
andd excited erbium ions, TIET: 

dndnx x 

—jT—jT = Cr - vcombnx, (5.5) 

xx n = vcnnx - vLnxbn, (5.6) 
dt dt 

Cwlxba, Cwlxba, 

dt dt 

dndn*Er *Er 
dt dt 

==  VcaKx — Vtrnxt,a, (5.7) 

== vtrnxba - vnEr, (5.8) 

wheree G is the electron-hole generation rate by the cw solid-state laser, 
VcnVcn and vca are the capture coefficients of free excitons by nonactive 
andd active donors, respectively, Vcomb = Vcn + vca is the total capture 
coefficientt of free excitons, vtT is an energy transfer coefficient from active 
boundd excitons to erbium ions, v^} is the lifetime of the active bound 
excitonn relative to Auger excitation process, v~^~ is the lifetime of the 
nonactivee centers and v~x is the total lifetime of an erbium ion in the 
excitedd state. Under steady-state conditions all time derivatives will be 
zeroo and the system can be easily solved to give the following results 

nnn n ==  Gv-J^, (5.9) 
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nnxtmxtm = Gvcomb-^-, (5.10) 

nxbanxba = GvJmb̂ , (5.11) 

"Br-Gv^-f."Br-Gv^-f. (5.12) 

Thee intensity of erbium luminescence is given by I = n*Er/Tdj where Td 
iss the radiative lifetime of excited erbium ions. 

Applyingg a short pulse from the free-electron laser, a change of erbium 
luminescencee intensity occurs. The only quantity that can be seriously 
influencedd by the free-electron laser is the capture coefficient i ^ , since 
vvtrtr and v cannot depend on the absorption of MIR pulse and VL is not 
connectedd with excitation of the erbium. Guided by the experimental 
observations,, it is further assumed that only nonactive centers are influ
encedd by absorption of MIR light while its energy is too low to induce 
changess in the capture coefficient of active centers uca. In fact, 

VcnVcn = OcNoVT, (5.13) 

wheree ac is the capture cross-section, No is the concentration of neutral 
donorss (nonactive centers), vT is the thermal velocity of free excitons. 
Sincee the capture time of carriers at donor levels is short, of an order 
off nanoseconds, in comparison to the duration of the FEL pulse, the 
equilibriumm between free electron and ionized donor concentrations can 
bee established. In that case, on application of the free-electron laser 
pulsee the concentration of neutral donors changes according to a kinetic 
equation n 

dSNdSN00 „ c , 
,, = -PFEL0t{t ~ tl)<TlRNo + VrecOnSNo 

==  -PFEMt-ti)<TiRNQ + vrec(ÖNQ)2, (5.14) 

wheree PFEL is the intensity of the free-electron laser beam applied at t\ 
(delayy time of MIR pulse), am is the cross-section of MIR light absorp
tionn by neutral donors, i/~£. is the lifetime of the recapture of an electron 
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byy an ionized donor and 6n and 6No are the FEL-induced changes of the 
conductionn band electrons and nonactive donors, respectively. The ab
sorptionn of MIR light will decrease the concentration of the neutral donors 
andd block the formation of bound excitons at nonactive centers. Assum
ingg that the situation is quasi-stationary one can neglect the derivative 
andd solve Eq. 5.14 to get 

ww * IRN0PFELAt 

VV "ree 

wheree A* is the duration of the MIR pulse. This sudden rise of the con
centrationn of free excitons induces an additional flow of excitons to active 
centerss with a corresponding increase of erbium luminescence intensity 
withh 6No = 6n » 6nxbn. These effects can be described with the same 
sett of equations 5.5—5.8. This time the system is not in equilibrium as 
aa transient signal will be created. The role of the generation "source" is 
playedd by the term 

SnSnxbnxbn66tt(t(t - tx) = <r cvTxh
RNQPFË Ĝl/-inbl/-Li6t{t _ f l ) . { 5 . 1 6 ) 

VV ^rec 

Underr the assumption of i/tr ^§> ^camb the rate equations 5.5—5.8 can be 
solvedd for the case of non-equilibrium; the concentration of extra excited 
erbiumm ions will be given by 

An*An*ErEr = AFEL i^2 ^ [c-"(*-«0 - e~-comb(t-t  ̂ ( 5 1 ? ) 

where e 

AA ,VlRNoPFEL&>t „  _ i _i / c 1oN 

AAFELFEL = (TcvTJ Gv^vj). (5.18) 

Suchh a dependence will produce an additional signal of erbium lumi
nescencee whose magnitude will be proportional to the square root of the 
FELL power. This is indeed confirmed by the experiment over nearly four 
decadess of FEL pulse power as presented in Fig. 5.10. 
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5.66 Conclusions 

Inn this chapter two effects are discussed: quenching and enhancement of 
erbiumm photoluminescence which are induced by mid-infrared radiation 
fromm the free-electron laser. The quenching effect is proposed to be a con
sequencee of the disruption of the energy transfer processes by the MIR 
radiation.. The enhancement of erbium photoluminescence is interpreted 
ass a release of energy generated with the band-to-band pulse and stored at 
shalloww centers which are predominantly of shallow, effective-mass-theory 
character.. This conclusion is proven by experimentally observed ioniza
tionn spectra as a first spectroscopic evidence of shallow centers involved in 
thee energy transfer processes to excite the erbium ions. Theoretical calcu
lationn of the wavelength and power dependence of the additional erbium 
luminescencee by the MIR pulse gives good agreement with experimental 
data. . 
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Chapterr  6 

Opticall properties of 
nanocrystalss in porous 
silicon:: photoluminescence 
andd Raman scattering study 

Abstract Abstract 

Free-standingFree-standing yellow silicon-based fibers have been fabricated by the electro-
chemicalchemical method and separated from the top-most layers of anodized sil-
iconicon epitaxial wafers. Crystalline structure analyses of the investigated 
samplessamples show that the yellow silicon-based fibers consist of nanoscale clus-
tersters of 20 - 50 nm in diameter of silicon nanocrystals embedded in an 
imperfectimperfect silicon-oxide SiOx (x < 2) matrix. The free-standing fibers 
exhibitexhibit intensive photoluminescence in the visible range at room temper-
atureature under ultraviolet band-to-band excitation. Optical properties of the 
nanocrystalsnanocrystals are investigated by a chemical treatment in hydrofluoric solu-
tions.tions. Raman scattering experiments have been performed to characterize 
thethe micro structure of the yellow silicon-based fibers. Taking into account 
thethe relaxation of the phonon wavevector due to the shape and size of the 
siliconsilicon nanocrystals the experimentally obtained Raman scattering data 
werewere well described. From this, an average diameter of about 2.5 nm was 
foundfound for the silicon nanocrystals in the yellow silicon-based fibers. 
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6.11 Introductio n 

Porouss silicon (PS) has been obtained for the first time more than 40 years 
agoo by Uhlir [1] at Bell Labs, USA, but only since 1990, when Canham [2] 
discoveredd the visible light emission at room temperature, porous silicon 
hass become a subject for intensive investigation. Up to now, various stud
iess dealing with formation, microstructure, electrical and optical proper
tiess and with the mechanism responsible for light emission from porous 
siliconn and porous-silicon-based optoelectronics have been reported [3]. 
However,, many problems concerning the microstructure and the mech
anismm of the photoluminescence (PL) of porous silicon are still under 
debate. . 

Theree are several models to explain the mechanism of light emission 
fromm porous silicon. The first one is the quantum confinement model 
[2,, 4], in which the emission of visible light from porous silicon is ex
plainedd to be due to a direct electron-hole pair recombination across a 
directt broadened band gap of the silicon nanostructure. The quantum 
confinementt model can explain the visible luminescence of porous silicon 
andd the blue shift of the PL peak with decreasing the size of silicon grains. 
Itt has, however, also difficulties to clarify some other experimental data. 
Forr instance, when the temperature is increased a blue shift of the PL 
peakk has been observed by some research groups [5, 6] instead of a red 
shiftt expected from the quantum confinement effect due to the decreasing 
bandd gap of silicon. The blue shift has also been observed when the PL 
experimentt was carried out under axial stress [7]. In spite of this, the 
quantumm confinement effect has been a leading model for understanding 
thee optical properties of porous silicon. 

Anotherr plausible theory, which is also considered to explain the light 
emissionn of porous silicon, is the surface state model. In the surface 
statee model proposed by Koch et al. [8, 9] the radiative recombination of 
porouss silicon occurs via both shallow localized states and deeper traps 
onn the surface of nanocrystals. These states are intrinsic and perturb 
thee silicon surface arrangement. Later Qin and Jia [10] developed the 
excitationn and de-excitation mechanisms of porous silicon and stated that 
thee excitation mechanism of porous silicon is based on the creation of 
electron-holee pairs in the nanocrystallites as described in the quantum 
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confinementt model. The radiative recombination, however, takes place on 
thee surface of the nanocrystalline particles via surface defects by hydrides 
adsorbedd luminescence centers or impurities located in the silicon oxide 
layerr surrounding the silicon particles. 

Alternativee models such as surface hydrides [11], siloxene [12] and 
SiH22 [13], which are located in the surface of porous silicon as molecular 
recombinationn channels, were considered to explain the light emission 
off porous silicon. As these models are applicable only to some special 
materials,, they are not widely accepted to describe the general origin of 
thee luminescence of porous silicon [14]. 

Byy an electro-chemical method the free-standing yellow silicon-based 
fibersfibers have been fabricated and separated from the top-most layers of 
anodizedd silicon epitaxial wafers. These fibers and the remaining black 
siliconn layers on the silicon substrates exhibit intensive photolumines-
cencee in the visible range at room temperature. In this chapter, the 
sample-fabricationn process and the study of the microstructure of the 
as-preparedd yellow silicon-based fibers are presented. From microscopic 
structuree analyses, such as optical microscopy image, Atomic Force Mi
croscopyy (AFM), X-ray Photoelectron Spectroscopy (XPS) and photolu-
minescence,, silicon nanocrystals have been identified in the yellow silicon-
basedd fibers [15, 16]. The optical properties of the yellow silicon-based 
fibersfibers are investigated by a chemical treatment in hydrofluoric (HF) solu
tionss for different times. Raman scattering measurements are performed 
onn the yellow silicon-based fibers. A theoretical description of the Ra
mann spectra has been performed assuming a localization of phonons in 
siliconn nanocrystals and nanowires. The theoretical calculations are in 
goodd agreement with experimental data. 

6.22 Experimental condition 

Startingg materials used to prepare samples were float-zoned, p-type epi
taxiall silicon wafers, which are oriented along the crystal-direction <111>. 
Thee room-temperature resistivity of the epitaxial layers was chosen in the 
rangee of 1-10 Qcm. After chemical cleaning, a thin aluminum film was 
evaporatedd on the back side of the wafer to form a metal-ohmic con
tact.. The anodical etching of the mirror surface was performed for 5 to 
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Figuree 6.1: A typical optical microscope image of the free-standing yellow 
silicon-basedsilicon-based fibers. 

600 minutes at room temperature without any illumination, using a 1:1 
byy volume mixture of 50% HF and ethanol and a current density of 30 
mA/cm2.. After the anodizing process, the current was turned off, the sil
iconn wafer was immediately cleaned in de-ionized water and dried in air. 
Thee anodical processes were proposed to be performed in the epitaxial 
layer.. It is shown that at the beginning of the anodical process of the 
siliconn wafer, wire-like structures were formed. After extended etching 
thesee wires thinned down into a network of connected fibers and eventu
allyy some of them broke into nanocrystallites. The silicon nanocrystals 
weree incorporated in a silicon oxide matrix on the top of the anodized 
epitaxiall layer. Below this a black silicon layer existed. Because of the 
differentt characteristics of the above silicon nanocrystals and the black 
siliconn layer, they have different surface strain coefficients. Then, as dry
ing,, the silicon nanocrystals in the silicon oxide matrix became denser 
andd could be detached from the wafer during the drying process. Under 
certainn conditions due to the strain effects the small yellow fibers sepa
ratedd from the silicon wafer. These yellow silicon-based fibers lay on the 
surfacee of the silicon wafer in radial directions. 
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Thee Atomic Force Microscopy analysis was performed using a Digital 
Instrumentt Scanning Probe Microscope System (Nanoscope-E) operat
ingg in the atomic force regime. For photoluminescence experiments the 
samplee was placed in a variable temperature cryostat. The excitation 
sourcee was a 365 nm line from a mercury lamp (Oriel 68810) with a 
powerr in the 200-500 W range. The light emission from the sample was 
focusedd into a 0.1 mm slit of a monochromator SPM2. The signal was 
detectedd by a photomultiplier (Oriel 77344) operating at room tempera
ture.. For the Raman scattering experiment, the sample was excited by 
aa 488 nm line of an Argon ion laser. The emitted light was dispersed by 
aa double-monochromator of type Jobin-Yvon HDR-2 and detected by a 
cooledd Hamamatsu photomultiplier C-2761 in a photon-counting mode. 
Thee experiments were carried out at room temperature. 

6.33 Crystalline structure analyses 

Ann optical microscopy image of the as-prepared yellow silicon-based fibers 
iss shown in Fig. 6.1. A detailed observation shows that initially after sep
arationn from the silicon wafer the fibers were flat. Then they waved 
themselvess as drying and resulted to the trough-like shape. The diameter 
off the fibers is a few tens of micrometers. Their thickness can be var
iedd from submicrometers to a few micrometers depending on the doping 
concentrationn of the epitaxial layers and preparation processes. 

Inn the Atomic Force Microscopy technique, a topology of the sample 
surfacee is recorded. AFM images cannot show absolute grain sizes of the 
samplee due to the convolution effect on the atomic scale between the size 
off the probing tip and the sample surface morphology. In fact, the numer
icall value revealed from this method is larger than the actual grain size, 
butt based on an AFM image the average size of the nanocrystals could 
bee estimated [17, 18]. Fig. 6.2 shows an AFM image of a yellow silicon-
basedd fiber. It has been taken along the crystalline <111> direction, i.e., 
perpendicularr to the surface of the yellow silicon-based fiber. The yellow 
silicon-basedd fiber consists of clusters of 20—50 nm in diameter as can be 
seenn in Fig. 6.2. 

X-rayy diffraction experiments performed on the yellow silicon-based 
fibersfibers show a pronounced peak centered at 21° in the X-ray diffraction 
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Figuree 6.2: Atomic Force Microscopy image of the free-standing yellow 
silicon-basedsilicon-based fiber. 

linee profiles, belonging to the amorphous silicon oxide, and another peak 
att 28.5°, corresponding to the <lll>-oriented crystalline silicon. This 
peakk is broadened both towards smaller as well as larger angles [16]. The 
X-rayy diffraction line profile shows the presence of silicon crystals in the 
fibers.. From the position and the broadening of the X-ray diffraction line 
profilee information about effective crystalline size and lattice distortions 
[19]] could be obtained. 

Thee X-ray Photoelectron Spectroscopy can give information about 
elementall concentrations at the surface of the sample. By this method 
thee atomic concentrations of elements of the yellow silicon-based fibers 
weree determined at different positions of the sample and are listed in 
Tablee 6.1. It was concluded [16, 20, 21] that the fibers consist mainly of 
silicon,, oxygen and carbon. The atomic percentages of the elements are 
43.733 at.% for oxygen, 46.04 at.% for silicon and 10.23 at.% for carbon. 
Itt should be noted that such a concentration of oxygen is not enough to 
formm a silicon dioxide layer (SiC^) in the yellow silicon-based fibers. The 
originn of the carbon could be related to either ethanol (C2H5OH) in the 
electrolytee or to an absorption from air. No fluoride and hydrogen were 
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Tablee 6.1: Average atomic concentrations of elements of the yellow 
silicon-basedsilicon-based fibers determined by X-ray Photoelectron Spectroscopy. 

Point t 

1 1 
2 2 
3 3 
4 4 
5 5 
6 6 

Average e 

Sii (%) 

43.42 2 
45.77 7 
44.74 4 
46.56 6 
47.25 5 
48.49 9 

46.04 4 

C(%) ) 

8.00 0 
8.41 1 
9.66 6 
10.10 0 
12.34 4 
12.86 6 

10.23 3 

0 ( % ) ) 

48.58 8 
45.82 2 
45.60 0 
43.34 4 
40.41 1 
38.65 5 

43.73 3 

detectedd attesting that there is either no presence of these elements in 
thee structure of the fibers or their concentrations are very small to be 
detected. . 

Concludingg this section, it was found that the yellow silicon-based 
fibersfibers consist of nanoscale clusters of 20—50 nm diameter. The clusters 
containn silicon nanocrystalline particles surrounded by a layer of imperfect 
siliconn oxide SiOx (x<2). 

6.44 Photoluminescence study 

6.4.11 Photoluminescence spectra 

Underr illumination by an ultraviolet excitation source the yellow silicon-
basedd fibers emitted intense photoluminescence at room temperature. 
Thee PL wavelength was obtained in the range of 500 to 800 nm (2.48 
too 1.55 eV) depending on the resistivity of the epitaxial silicon wafers 
andd sample preparation conditions. The black silicon layer remaining on 
thee anodized silicon wafer also emitted luminescence in the visible range 
att room temperature. Fig. 6.3 shows photoluminescence spectra of the 
yelloww silicon-based fibers and the black silicon layer of the same wafer 
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Figuree 6.3: Photoluminescence spectra of (a) the free-standing yellow 
silicon-basedsilicon-based fibers, (b) the black silicon layer. Spectra were recorded at 
roomroom temperature using the 365 nm line of the mercury lamp to excite the 
samples. samples. 

underr excitation of the 365 nm line of the mercury lamp. The wavelength 
andd the width of PL bands are consistent with the results reported for 
siliconn grains of nanoscale size [2]. A red shift of PL peak of the black 
siliconn layer compared to those of the yellow silicon-based fibers has been 
observed.. This red shift implies that the silicon grains are somewhat 
largerr in the black silicon layer than those in the yellow silicon-based 
fibers. . 

6.4.22 Optical properties of the yellow silicon-based fibers 
investigatedd by chemical treatment in hydrofluori c 
solutions s 

Inn the previous sections it was suggested that the yellow silicon-based 
fibersfibers consist of nanocrystallites surrounded by a silicon oxide layer. By 
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Figuree 6.4: Changing of the photoluminescence peak wavelength and in-
tensitytensity of the yellow silicon-based fibers after treatments in a HF solution. 
PhotoluminescencePhotoluminescence spectra of the free-standing yellow silicon-based fibers 
takentaken at room temperature under excitation of 365 nm line of the mercury 
lamplamp (a), after dipping sample in HF 50% solution for 1 minutes (b), 5 
minutesminutes (c) and 15 minutes (d). 

etchingg the porous silicon in a hydrofluoric (HF) solution the silicon oxide 
layerr is removed. The surfaces of the nanocrystallites are changed and 
hencee the photoluminescence of the nanocrystals. The quenching of PL 
intensityy of the yellow silicon-based fibers is observed when Si-Hz bonds 
(x(x = 1 -i- 3) on the surfaces of the nanocrystallites were decomposed by 
aa laser irradiation [22]. Fig. 6.4 illustrates the PL spectra recorded for 
as-preparedd yellow silicon-based fibers and after several steps of HF treat
mentt when dipping the sample in a water and HF (50%) solution of 1:1 
volumee mixture for different times. In the experiments, the samples were 
continuouslyy excited by the ultraviolet beam. The photoluminescence 
intensityy of the yellow silicon-based fibers first increases for short-time 
treatmentt and then gradually decreases when keeping the sample in the 
HFF solution for longer times. The PL peak continuously shifts to shorter 
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Figuree 6.5: Changing of the photoluminescence peak wavelength and in-
tensitytensity of the as-prepared yellow silicon-based fibers (a) and after storing 
samplesample in air for six months (b). 

wavelengthh with increasing time. These behaviors were obtained for all 
investigatedd samples. 

Att present, the quantum confinement effect is a unique model to 
explainn the main experimental observations of the light emission from 
porouss silicon [14]. Based on this model, theoretical calculations satisfac
torilyy described the optical properties of nanocrystalline particles, such 
ass band-gap extension, radiative lifetime and excitonic exchange split
tingg of luminescent states [23]. In the quantum confinement model, both 
excitationn and de-excitation processes occur in nanocrystalline particles. 
However,, the nanostructural size distribution is not the only possibility 
too describe the changing of PL peaks and its intensity when the surface of 
thee silicon nanocrystals is changed by external conditions. The surface-
statee passivation by hydrogen or oxygen plays a role in the wavelength 
shiftt and intensity of the visible emission of porous silicon. Most surface 
statess are dangling bonds, which behave as nonradiative recombination 
centers.. In the yellow silicon-based fibers the Si-Hx bonds on the surface, 
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ass revealed by the XPS results, are not observed. In hydrofluoric envi
ronmentt the SiOx layers are removed. The passivation of surface centers 
byy hydrogen in HF leads to creation of Si-H, Si-H2 bonds and reduces 
thee nonradiative recombination centers. The PL intensity therefore in
creasess after short-time treatment of the sample in the HF solution. At 
thee same time, the silicon nanocrystalline particles are oxidized by con
tinuouss exposition of the sample to ultraviolet beam. The PL peak shows 
aa blue shift as the silicon nanocrystals become smaller. For longer times 
off treatment the PL intensity is decreased since the smaller particles are 
completelyy etched away. The oxidation effect of silicon nanocrystals in 
thee yellow silicon-based fibers is also obtained by storage of the sample 
inn air. Fig. 6.5 shows the PL spectra of as-prepared yellow silicon-based 
fibersfibers and of the same sample after about six months storage in air: the 
siliconn nanocrystalline grains were oxidized and the size became smaller. 
Ass a result, a blue shift of the PL peak and a reduction of PL intensity 
aree observed. 

6.55 Raman scattering study 

Ramann spectroscopy has proved to be a powerful, convenient and non
destructivee method to detect deviations from the perfect crystalline struc
turee and also the structural homogeneity in the samples [24, 25, 26, 27]. 
Inn the perfect crystalline silicon, only optical phonons at the Brillouin 
zonee center (q—0) are observed in the Raman scattering spectrum due 
too the conservation of momentum Tiq, but in a nanometer-sized system 
thiss is no longer valid. It is clear that when a phonon is confined within 
aa space AL, the uncertainty of momentum is given by the Heisenberg 
uncertaintyy relation AqAL > 2n. As a consequence, a phonon of mo
mentumm uncertainty around the center of the Brillouin zone will be opti
callyy active. The Raman spectra of nanocrystalline materials are shifted 
towardss lower wavenumbers and broadened because of this momentum 
uncertaintyy and the downward bending of the dispersion relation of the 
opticall phonons. 

Ramann scattering experiments were carried out and analyzed on yel
loww silicon-based fibers. The Raman spectra are plotted in Fig. 6.6 for two 
typicall yellow silicon samples prepared from different resistivity wafers 
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Figuree 6.6: Raman spectra of a bulk silicon crystalline wafer (a) and of 
thethe yellow silicon-based fibers from silicon wafers of different resistivity 
(b,c).(b,c). The solid lines are the best fits to Eq. 6.6 calculated for spherical 
siliconsilicon nanocrystals with Fourier coefficient given by Eq. 6.8. These lead 
toto the  nm size of nanocrystalline grains in the yellow silicon-based 
fibers. fibers. 

andd an anodization time in the range of 5—60 minutes. The Raman 
peakss of different samples are at about 500 cm - 1 wavenumber, which 
hass a deviation to shorter wavenumbers of about 20 cm - 1 from the peak 
wavenumberr at 521 cm - 1 of the optical phonon in the perfect crystalline 
silicon.. The Raman curves of the yellow silicon-based fibers are asymmet
ricc with the full-width-at-half-maximum (FWHM) of the spectra being 
35-455 cm-1 . 

Fromm the results of crystalline structure analyses described in the pre
viouss section, it is now assumed that the yellow silicon-based fibers consist 
off spherical silicon nanocrystals of diameter L embedded in SiOx (x < 2) 
orr of nanowires having cylindrical shape with cross-section diameter L\ 
andd length L2. Starting from the model for one-phonon Raman scatter
ingg spectrum in microcrystalline materials [25, 26], the wavefunction of a 
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phononn of wavevector ft in a n infinite crystal is given by 

*(*,*')) = «(ft, r ) e - ' * - ' , (6.1) 

wheree u(ft , r) has the periodicity of the lattice. In a finite crystal of 
dimensionn L, the phonon wavefunction is replaced by 

*(«,»=)) = W(f,L)$(qb,r) , (6.2) 

* ( f t , 00 = u(ft , f) tf iöö,*) , (6.3) 

wheree W(f,L) is a weighting function, \Pi(ft,r) = W(r,L)e~l^°r. 
Too obtain the equation for the Raman scattering intensity, the wave-

functionn \I>i is expanded in a Fourier series: 

* l ( f t , r )) = JC(q0,q)el?fdq, (6.4) 

wheree the Fourier coefficient C(ft,g) is determined as 

C(qo,q)C(qo,q) = ? 2 ^ ƒ * ! ( « » ^ c - ^ d r . (6.5) 

Thee first-order Raman scattering intensity is then given by 

I(u)I(u) oc / 
JoJo  [u-

C ( ° ' 9 " ) | 22 * , (6.6) 
^(?)]22 + ( r 0 / 2 ) 2 

wheree To = 3.5 cm - 1 is the silicon LO phonon line width and oj(q) is the 
dispersionn relation of the optical phonon, which is given by 

u\q)u\q) = A + B c o s ( ^ ) , (6.7) 

withh A = 1.714xl05 cm - 2 , B = 1x10s cm - 2 [28, 29]. The parameter a 
iss the lattice constant. The form of C(0,g), as ft = 0, depends on the 
chosenn weighting function. In this case, a Gaussian function has been 
chosenn as weighting function and the following Fourier coefficients are 
obtainedd for the spherical silicon nanocrystals of diameter L: 

| C ( 0 , 9 ) | 2 « ( § ) 3 e x p ( - ^ )) (6.8) 
a a 167T2 2 
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Figuree 6.7: The calculated relationship between full-width-at-half-
maximum,maximum, peak shift and nanocrystalline size parameters for (a) spherical 
siliconsilicon nanocrystals of diameter L and (b) cylindrical silicon columns of 
cross-sectioncross-section diameter L\ and length Li- Experimental points are for (o) 
CampbellCampbell and Fauchet [25], (<) Kanemitsu [29], (*) Iqbal and Veprek [30] 
andand this work

andd for the cylindrical silicon columns with cross-section diameter L\ and 
lengthh L2: 

C(0,?i,g2) ) 
22 r 2 

(-rfexp(-(-rfexp(-HH-^)exp( -^)exp( q(L q(L 
16^ ^ 1 6 T T 2 ' ' 

11 - erf ( 
iqiq22LL2 2 

32TT' ' 

(6.9) ) 

Thee calculations show that with decreasing diameter L of the spherical (or 
L\L\ of the cylindrical column) silicon nanocrystals the Raman peak shifts 
fromm the line of 521 cm - 1 towards shorter wavenumbers, and the spec
trumm is broader and becomes asymmetrical. In Fig. 6.7 the solid curves 
illustratee the calculated relationship between peak shift of the Raman 
scatteringg spectrum (Aw), full-width-at-half-maximum (r) and nanocrys
tallinee size parameter L and L\ for spherical and cylindrical grain shapes, 
respectively.. The experimental results of this work and of other authors 
[25,, 29, 30] are also shown in Fig. 6.7. As can be seen from these results, 
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thee Raman spectra of the yellow silicon-based fibers are well described 
byy the spherical model in which the diameters of silicon nanocrystals 
aree between 2—3 nm. One can, therefore, find a reasonable agreement 
betweenn the experimental and the calculated results using the spheri
call model for the silicon nanocrystals rather than the cylindrical model. 
Fig.. 6.6 illustrates the Raman spectra with the solid curves that are the 
bestt fits for different samples. The experimental Raman spectra of the 
yelloww silicon-based fibers are well reproduced by the calculated curves. 
Fromm the calculated curves the average diameter of silicon nanocrystals 
LLavav = 2.5  0.5 nm is obtained. Although in the AFM image, as illus
tratedd in Fig. 6.2, it is shown that such yellow silicon-based fibers consist 
off clusters of an order of tens nanometers in diameter, the size of the 
siliconn nanocrystals in yellow silicon-based fibers is much smaller and the 
averagee diameter is of few nanometers. The results are consistent with 
thee other finding for the investigated porous silicon materials [31] and by 
thee thermo-gravimetrical method [32]. 

6.66 Conclusions 

Thiss chapter presents experimental results on the formation of yellow 
silicon-basedd fibers from anodized epitaxial silicon layers. The micro
scopicc structure analyses show that the yellow silicon-based fibers consist 
off clusters of nanocrystalline silicon imbedded in an imperfect silicon ox
ide.. Optical properties of the fibers can be described by the quantum 
confinementt model with hydrogen passivation of surface states. Raman 
scatteringg analysis reveals the average crystalline size of the silicon crys
talss in the yellow silicon-based fibers to be approximately 2.5 nm. 
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Summary y 

Amongg various possibilities, rare-earth doped- and porous silicon aim at 
onee common goal in semiconductor applications that is the developing of 
lightt emitting of silicon-based materials with high efficiency. The research 
describedd in this thesis presents an optical study on these two systems. 

Chapterr 1 gives a brief introduction about the main technique, photo-
luminescence,, which is used in this thesis, and the necessity to eliminate 
thee limitation of the low radiative efficiency of silicon. The aim and out
linee of the thesis are given. 

Chapterr 2 discusses the participation of weakly bound states in the 
energyy transfer processes between rare-earth ions and host semiconduc
torss for two systems, i.e., ytterbium in indium phosphide (InP:Yb) and 
erbiumm in silicon (Si:Er). This links the atomic-like states of the inner 
coree of the rare-earth ion with states in the band of the host crystals. 
Thee multi-stages excitation mechanism is discussed for the Si:Er system, 
wheree the weakly bound states control both excitation and de-excitation 
paths.. Experimental results supporting the involvement of these states 
aree reviewed. 

Inn chapter 3 photoluminescence spectra of different crystalline silicon 
sampless doped with erbium by ion implantation with and without oxy
genn co-dopant, by molecular beam epitaxy method and an erbium-doped 
amorphouss silicon sample are analyzed. In the multiple-component spec
traa the presence of erbium-related centers of different symmetry, cubic 
andd non-cubic, is confirmed. The dependencies of the luminescence in
tensitiess on the laser excitation power were measured and analyzed on the 
basiss of a physical model involving free and bound exciton intermediate 
states.. It was found to be necessary to include Auger processes, by which 
erbium-boundd excitons and excited erbium ions decay nonradiatively, in 
thee model. The results showed a remarkable similarity for erbium-doped 
crystallinee implanted samples of float-zoned and Czochralski origin. This 
conclusionn was revealed by the consistent use of normalized units for both 
excitationn and luminescence intensity. A good quantitative agreement is 
obtainedd for suitable values of the model parameters. 

Moree information on excitation and de-excitation mechanisms can be 
deducedd from thermalization behaviors of the photoluminescence inten-
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sity,, which is described in chapter 4. The dependencies of the erbium 
photoluminescencee intensity on temperature of different kinds of sam
pless and at different excitation powers were measured in the temperature 
rangee from 4.2 to 200 K. The experimental results were analyzed and 
comparedd with the excitonic excitation model with involvement of Auger 
processess as mentioned in chapter 3. The model provides good quanti
tativee agreement with the experimental data. In the temperature range 
beloww 100 K the thermal quenching of erbium luminescence intensity is 
controlledd by the binding of excitons to erbium centers. At higher tem
peratures,, above 100 K, the activation energy, which is associated with 
thee energy transferred from an excited erbium ion back to an erbium-
boundd exciton becomes more prominent. In some particular samples the 
bindingg energy 1 — 3 meV of excitons bound to shallow centers of the 
siliconn host is obtained in a low-temperature range from 10 to 30 K. The 
opticallyy active erbium ions are estimated to be a small fraction, in the 
orderr of 1% of the total erbium concentration. 

Chapterr 5 deals with two-beam excitation experiments, a pulsed laser, 
Nd:YAG,, operating in the visible range and a free-electron laser providing 
ann intense mid-infrared illumination, to investigate individual stages in 
thee energy transfer process of erbium-doped silicon system. Two effects 
inducedd by the mid-infrared radiation on erbium-related photolumines
cencee are observed. The first one is the quenching effect, which is related 
withh lower-than-cubic symmetry centers of erbium ions at short delay 
timess of the mid-infrared excitation beam. The effect is propounded to 
bee a consequence of disruption of the energy transfer processes by the 
mid-infraredd beam. The second effect is an enhancement of photolumi
nescencee intensity upon the excitation of the mid-infrared beam. The 
enhancementt effect is obtained for all samples; with long delay times for 
sampless dominated by low-symmetry centers and with all delay times 
forr samples in which cubic symmetry erbium-related centers predomi
nate.. The origin of the enhancement effect is concluded to be related 
too energy storage at shallow, effective-mass-theory characteristic centers. 
Thesee centers are ionized by the mid-infrared pulse, thus promoting extra 
carrierss into the excitation path of the erbium ions. Dependencies of the 
enhancementt effect on wavelength and power of the mid-infrared beam 
aree investigated in detail as spectroscopic evidences for the participation 
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off shallow centers in the energy transfer processes in the erbium-doped 
siliconn system. A theoretical description is proposed in good agreement 
withh the experimental data. 

Thee observation of visible photoluminescence from the so-called free
standingg yellow silicon-based fibers and the remaining porous silicon wafers 
iss presented in chapter 6. In these fibers silicon nanocrystallites embedded 
inn an imperfect silicon oxide are identified by various structure analyses. 
Thee Raman scattering spectra of the yellow silicon-based fibers are well 
reproducedd by a theoretical calculation using the spherical model for the 
siliconn nanocrystals. From this an average diameter of 5 nm is ob
tainedd for the nanocrystalline grains in the fibers. Quantum confinement 
effectt accounts for the light emission of these materials. Besides that, the 
influencee of surface states on the radiative recombination via chemical 
treatmentss in HF-solution has been concluded. 
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Samenvatting g 

Ditt proefschrift beschrijft onderzoek naar de optische eigenschappen van 
silicium,, dat met zeldame aardmetalen gedoteerd is, en van poreus sili
cium.. Van beide halfgeleider-materialen wordt verwacht dat zij mogelijk 
toegepastt kunnen worden als zeer efficiënte, op silicium gebaseerde, licht
bronnen. . 

Naastt de beschrijving van doel en opzet van het proefschrift, geeft 
hoofdstukk 1 een korte inleiding in de foto-luminescentie, de bij het onder
zoekk in hoofdzaak gebruikte meettechniek. Tevens wordt ingegaan op de 
noodzaakk om de begrenzingen weg te nemen, die door de lage stralingsef-
ficiëntiee van silicium worden veroorzaakt. 

Hoofdstukk 2 bespreekt, voor ytterbium in indium-fosfide (InP:Yb) en 
voorr erbium in silicium (Si:Er), de rol van zwak gebonden toestanden in 
dee energie-overdracht tussen zeldzame aardmetaal-ionen en het moeder
materiaal.. Deze toestanden zorgen voor de verbinding tussen de 'vrij 
atoom'-achtigee binnenste toestanden van het zeldzame aardion en de 
band-toestandenn van het kristallijne moedermateriaal. Het meer-traps ex
citatiee mechanisme in het Si:Er systeem wordt beschreven. Hier bepalen 
dee zwak gebonden toestanden zowel de excitatie- als de de-excitatie
paden.. Een overzicht wordt gegeven van experimentele resultaten, waaruit 
dee betrokkenheid van deze toestanden blijkt. 

Inn hoofdstuk 3 wordt een analyse gegeven van de foto-luminescent ie 
spectraa van diverse preparaten: kristallijne silicium-monsters, waarin er
biumm is ingebracht met ion-implantatie, al dan niet tegelijk met zuurstof 
alss 'co-dopant', of met de MBE-techniek (molecular beam epitaxy). Ook 
iss een met erbium gedoteerd amorf silicium preparaat geanalyseerd. De 
gemetenn spectra met meerdere componenten bevestigen de aanwezigheid 
vann erbium-centra met verschillende symmetrie, kubisch en niet-kubisch. 
Dee intensiteit van de luminescentie is gemeten als functie van het ex
citerendee vermogen van de laser. De resultaten zijn geanalyseerd met 
behulpp van een model, waarin zowel vrije als gebonden intermediaire toe
standenn een rol spelen. Het bleek noodzakelijk te zijn om Auger-processen 
inn het model op te nemen, waarbij de aan het erbium gebonden excito-
nenn en de aangeslagen toestanden van de erbium-ionen stralingsloos ver
vallen.. Een opmerkelijke overeenkomst werd gevonden voor via erbium-
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implantatiee gedoteerde kristallijne preparaten, die van oorsprong met de 
floatingfloating zone methode dan wel met de Czochralski-methode waren ver
vaardigd.. Deze overeenkomst werd gevonden door consequent gebruik 
tee maken van genormaliseerde eenheden, zowel voor de intensiteit van 
dee excitatie als voor die van de luminescentie. Een goede kwantitatieve 
beschrijvingg is verkregen bij geschikt gekozen waarden van de model
parameters. . 

Meerr informatie over de excitatie- en de-excitatie mechanismen kan 
wordenn afgeleid uit de temperatuur-afhankelijkheid van de intensiteit van 
dee foto-luminescentie, beschreven in hoofdstuk 4. In het temperatuur-
intervall van 4.2 tot 200 K werd deze temperatuur-afhankelijkheid geme
tenn voor verschillende excitatie-intensiteiten. De analyse op basis van het 
inn hoofdstuk 3 ingevoerde model levert een goede kwantitatieve overeen
stemmingg tussen theorie en experiment. Voor temperaturen lager dan 
1000 K wordt de sterke afneming van de intensiteit van de luminescentie 
veroorzaaktt doordat de excitonen niet meer worden gebonden aan de er
biumm centra. Bij hogere temperaturen, boven 100 K, wordt het thermisch 
geactiveerdee proces belangrijker, waarbij energie wordt overgedragen van 
eenn geëxciteerd erbium ion naar een aan het erbium-centrum gebonden 
exciton.. In enkele bijzondere gevallen kan bij lage temperaturen (10 tot 
300 K) de bindingsenergie (1 -3 meV) worden verkregen van de excitonen, 
diee gebonden zijn aan de ondiepe centra van het silicium moedermateri
aal.. Naar schatting is slechts een kleine fractie (1%) van de erbium-ionen 
optischh actief. 

Inn hoofdstuk 5 worden experimenten besproken, waarbij excitaties 
wordenn opgewekt met twee simultane laser bundels: een gepulsde Nd-
YAGG laser (zichtbaar licht) en een 'vrije electronen' laser (intens midden-
infrarood).. Hiermee kunnen afzonderlijke stappen worden onderzocht 
inn het energie-overdrachtsproces in het met erbium gedoteerde systeem. 
Dee erbium fotoluminescentie wordt door de infrarood straling op twee 
manierenn beïnvloed. Het eerste effect is een sterke afneming van de lumi
nescentiee verbonden met erbium centra met lager dan kubische symme
triee en met korte vertragings tijden van de laser beam. Dit effect wordt 
toegeschrevenn aan het feit dat de energie-overdrachtsprocessen worden 
verstoordd door de straling van de infrarood laser. Het tweede effect is 
eenn versterking van de luminescentie bij excitatie door de infrarood laser. 
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Ditt effect wordt bij lange vertragings tijden gevonden bij alle preparaten, 
bijj korte vertragings tijden slechts bij preparaten waarin vooral erbium-
centraa met kubische symmetrie voorkomen. Geconcludeerd wordt, dat dit 
effectt zijn oorsprong vindt in het opslaan van energie bij ondiepe, met de 
effectievee massa theorie te beschrijven, centra. Deze worden geïoniseerd 
doorr de midden-infrarood puls. Daardoor worden extra ladingsdragers 
toegevoegdd aan het excitatie-pad van de erbium ionen. De gedetailleerde 
bepalingg van de manier waarop de versterking afhangt van de golflengte 
enn van het ingestraalde vermogen in de infrarood bundel levert het bewijs 
voorr de rol van de ondiepe centra bij de energie-overdracht. Een theo
retischee beschrijving wordt voorgesteld, die in een goede overeenstemming 
mett de experimentele gegevens resulteert. 

Inn hoofdstuk 6 wordt de in het zichtbare gebied waargenomen lu
minescentiee besproken van de zogenoemde 'vrij staande' gele fibers en de 
resterendee poreuze silicium plakken (wafers). Uit verschillende structuur
analysess blijkt dat deze fibers bestaan uit nanokristallijn silicium, in
gebedd in onvolmaakt siliciumoxyde. De waargenomen Raman-spectra van 
dezee gele fibers kunnen goed worden gereproduceerd door een theoretis
chee berekening, waarbij de silicium nanokristallen als bolletjes worden 
opgevat.. Hieruit volgt een gemiddelde doorsnede van 5 nm voor 
dee nanokristallijne korrels in de fibers. Quantum 'opsluiting' is verant
woordelijkk voor het uitzenden van licht door deze materialen. Daarnaast 
iss door middel van etsen met waterstoffluoride de invloed aangetoond 
diee oppervlakte-toestanden hebben op de door recombinatie veroorzaakte 
straling. . 
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Tomm tat npi dung 

Trongg cac chat ban dan phat quang, silic có pha tap chat dat hiém va silic 
xó'pp la hai v&t liêu dat duoc mót muc dich chung trong thuc té üng dung 
cacc chat ban dan la lam tang hiêu sua't phat quang cüa silic. Lu£n van 
nayy sê tiinh bay cac két qua nghiên cüu tfnh chat quang cüa hai vat liêu 
dó. . 

Chucfngg 1 giói thiêu torn tat vé phuomg phap chinh duoc sir dung 
trongg nghiên curu nay, dó la phuong phap huynh quang, va su can thiét 
cüaa viêc lam giam nhöng han chê' cüa silic la vat liêu có hiêu sua't phat 
quangg tha'p. Muc tiêu chïnh va noi dung tütig chuomg cüa lu£n an duoc 
dêdê cap dê'n trong phan cuö'i cüa chuong. 

Chuongg 2 thao luan vê sir tham gia cüa cac trang thai liên kê't yê'u 
trongg qua trinh truyên nang luotig giöa cac ión dat hiém va cac nguyên tü 
bann dan chü dói vói hai hê InP:Yb va Si:Er. Su tham gia nay dfftao ra su 
kétt nö'i giöa cac trang thai nguyên tü cüa lóp vó bên trong cüa ión dat 
hiémm vói cac trang thai trong vüng cam cüa chat ban dan chü. Co ché 
kichh thich huynh quang qua nhiêu giai doan duoc trinh bay cho hê Si:Er, 
trongg dó cac trang thai liên két yéu da anh hucmg tói ca hai qua trinh kich 
thichh va phat quang. Két qua thuc nghiêm chirng minh su tham gia cüa 
cacc trang thai nay da duoc tong két lai. 

Chuomgg 3 trinh bay phép phan tich pho huynh quang cüa cac mau 
silicc tinh the khac nhau da pha tap erbi va oxy bang phuong phap ca'y 
ion,, MBE (molecular beam epitaxy) va miu sillic vö dinh hinh. Tü cac 
phóó huynh quang nay két qua da khang dinh duoc su có mat cüa cac tam 
chiraa erbi có dó'i xüng lap phuong va cac dói xüng bac thap hoti. Cac 
phépp do phu thuöc cüa cuóng dó huynh quang vao cucmg dó nguón kich 
lazee da duoc thuc hiên va phan tich trên co sór cüa mót mó hinh valt ly 
baoo góm cac trang thai trung gian cüa exitón tu do va liên kê't. Viêc phan 
tichh da chï ra su cèn thiét cüa viêc dua vao mó hinh vÊt ly nay cac qua 
trinhh Auger la mót trong cac tai hop khóng phat quang cüa exitón liên 
kétt vói erbi va cüa cac ion erbi ó trang thai kich thich. Cac két qua cho 
tha'yy cac tinh chat quang tucmg tu trong cac mau silic tinh thé da duoc 
phaa tap erbi bang phuong phap ca'y ión. Két luêLn nay chï duoc tim ra khi 
süü dung hê don vi da tiêu chuan hoa cho cuöng dó huynh quang va cuóng 
dóó nguón kich thich. Su phü hop vè mat dinh luong vói cac thóng só' thuc 
nghiêmm thich hop da duoc thoa man. 

Cacc thóng tin vè co ché kich thich va tai hop cüa cac hê vat liêu 
nghiênn cüu cön có thé duoc rut ra tü cac phan üng vi nhiêt do cüa cuöng 
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dóó huynh quang va së duoc trinh bay trong chuong 4. Su phu thuöc cüa 
cuöngg dó huynh quang cüa erbi vao nhiêt dó da duoc do trên cac mau 
khacc nhau trong khoang nhiêt do tü 4.2 dê'n 200 K. Két qua thuc nghiêm 
daa duoc phan tich va so sanh vói mó hinh vat ly vói su tham gia cüa cac 
quaa trinh tai hop Auger nhu da trinh bay trong chucmg 3. Mó hinh ly 
thuyê'tt nay cung cho su phü hap vè mat dinh luong vói cac kê't qua thuc 
nghiêm.. Trong khoang nhiêt dó duói 100 K su dap tit nhiêt cüa cuöng dó 
huynhh quang cüa erbi diêu khiën bói mot nang luong liên quan tói liên 
kétt cüa exitón vói cac tam erbi. O nhiêt dó cao hon 100 K nang luong 
liênn kê't liên quan tóï viêc truyên nang luong tü mot ion erbi óf trang thai 
kichh thich tref lai mót exitón liên két vói erbi. Ó mot vai mau nghiên curu 
trongg khoang nhiêt dó tü 10 den 30 K xua't hiên mót gia tri nang lucmg 
liênn két ca khoang 1-3 meV, la nang luong có liên quan tói cac tam tap 
nóngg cüa vat liêu silic. Ham lucmg tam erbi có kha nang phat quang la rat 
nhó,, chï chiém khoang 1% trong téng sö' cac ion erbi có trong vat liêu. 

Chuongg 5 trinh bay vé thi nghiêm düng hai nguón kich thich dë 
nghiênn cüru nhüng buóc riêng biet trong qua trinh truyên nang luong 
trongg hê silic pha tap erbi; nguón kich thich thü nha't la mót laze xung 
Nd:: YAG hoat dong ó vüng nhin tha'y va nguón thü hai la mót nguón kich 
hóngg ngoai có cuofng dó lón cho bói mót laze electron tu do. Hai hiêu 
üngg gay ra bói cac bürc xa cüa nguón kich hóng ngoai da duoc phat hiên. 
Thüü nha't dó la su giam cüa cuöng dó huynh quang liên quan tói cac tam 
chüaa erbi có dó'i xüng thap khi thöi gian trê cüa nguón hóng ngoai so vói 
nguónn xung Nd:YAG la nhó. Hiêu ling nay duoc giai thich nhu la mót hê 
quaa cüa su pha vö qua trinh truyên nang luong do nguón kich hóng ngoai 
gayy ra. Hiêu üng thü hai la su tang cüa cuöng dó huynh quang cüng do 
tacc dong cüa nguón laze electron tu do. Hiêu üng nay quan sat duoc ó ta't 
caa cac mau nghiên cüru, vói thoti gian trê lón dó'i vói nhüng mau có tam 
erbii dó'i xüng bac thap va vói moi thöi gian trê dó'i vói nhüng mitu chi 
phó'ii bói tam erbi có dó'i xüng lap phuong. Nguón gó'c cüa hiêu üng tang 
cuöngg dó huynh quang duoc giai thich nhu la mót su du trü nang luong 
taii cac tam tap nóng, tuan theo ly thuyê't khó'i luong hiêu dung. Nhüng 
tamm nay bi ión hoa bói cac xung hóng ngoai, giai phóng ra cac hat tai bó 
xungg thêm vao qua trinh kich thich cüa cac ión erbi. Su phu thuóc cüa su 
tangg cuöng dó huynh quang vao buóc song va cuöng dó cüa nguón kich 
thichh hóng ngoai da duoc nghiên cüru mót each chi tiet nhu la bang chüng 
phóó hoc vè su tham gia cüa cac tam tap nóng vao qua trinh truyên nang 
luongg trong vat liêu silic pha tap erbi. Tinh toan ly thuyê't da cho tha'y su 
phüü hop tó't vói cac két qua thuc nghiêm. 
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Suu phat huynh quang trong vüng nhin thay cüa sod silic mau vang 
vaa lóp silic xóp den dugc trinh bay trong chucmg 6. Trong nhömg soi 
vangg nay nhöng tinh thé silic nhó cö nanö mét nam trong lóp oxft silic 
chuaa hoan hao da duo*c nhan biê't bang nhiêu phuong phap nghiên cóu 
ca'uu true khac nhau. Cac phép do phd tan xa Raman cüa soi silic vang da 
dugcc nghiên cüru va lap lai bang phép phan tich ly thuyét sir dung mö 
hinhh hinh c^u do'i vol cac hat vi tinh thé silic. Tü" su nghiên ciïu nay da 
rutt ra duoc duöng kinh trung bïnh cüa cac vi hat tinh thé silic trong vat 
liêuu la 2.5  0.5 nm. Hiêu ling giói han luong tü da giai thich dugc phat 
xaa anh sang cüa vat liêu nay. Ngoai ra, viêc sü ly hoa hoc bê mat cüa soi 
silicc vang trong dung dich có chüa HF da dugc nghiên cüu va di den kê't 
luann vè vai trö va su anh huómg cüa cac trang thai bê mat lên su tai hop 
phatt quang cüa vat liêu. 
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Löii  cam on 

Luann van nay duoc hoan thanh la do có su dong góp rong lón cüa rat nhiëu 
nguöi.. Töi tran trong danh ph£n nay dè cam on ta't ca nhüng ai da có dong góp 
trucc tiê'p hoac gian tiêp vao ban luan van cüa tói. 

Dauu tien tói xin bay tö löi cam on chan thanh va su kinh trong dó'i vói 
thayy huóng d&n cüa tói, Gs.Ts. C.AJ. Ammerlaan, da chap nhan tói la nghiên 
cüuu sinh cüa óng va huóng dan trong suót qua trinh tói thuc hiên ban luan van 
nay;; dièu nay da dap üng duoc long mong uóc cüa tói la duoc tiê'p can mót ïïnh 
vucc cüa vat ly ban din hiên dai. Tói da hoc duoc rat nhiéu tü nhüng dièu chi 
dan,, nhüng cuóc thao luan va tü nhan each cüa giao su. Tói cam phuc nhüng 
nhüngg hiéu biet sau sac vê vat ly, nhüng kha nang cüng nhu su tan tïnh cüa óng 
trongg viêc xay dung nhüng mó hinh vat ly dé giai thich cac kê't qua thuc nghiêm. 
Tóii cüng ra't biê't on su kien tri cüa giao su da doc c£n than va góp y kiê'n cho 
bann thao cüa luan an nay. 

Tóii xin chan thanh cam on th£y dong huóng d&n, Ts. T. Gregorkiewicz 
vêê su giüp dö va khuyê'n khich trong suó't qua trinh nghiên cüu cüa tói. Tien sï 
daa luón nhiêt tinh tra löi cac eau hoi cüa tói, dói khi la nhüng eau hoi ra't gian 
don,, trong vat ly cüng nhu trong nhiêu truöng hop khac. Nhüng cuóc thao luan 
cóó hiêu qua hang ngay da góp phaïi vao viêc giai thich thanh cóng cac kê't qua 
thucc nghiêm. Tói cam tha'y ra't thü vi khi lam viêc vói cóng trinh nghiên cüu 
düngg laze electron tu do. Cam on tien sï da giüp dö trong viêc soan thao ban 
luann an nay. 

Tóii xin chan thanh cam on thay dong huóng din, Gs.Ts. Fhan Höng 
Khóii da chap nhan huóng dün tói trong thöi gian tói lam viêc tai Viêt nam. Duói 
suu huóng dSn cüa giao su tói da có nhüng kê't qua tó't dep trong dê tai vé silic 
xó'p.. Mac du ra't ban rón giao su vSn luón khuyê'n khich, chi bao va thao luan có 
hiêuu qua cho cac kêt qua thuc nghiêm. Em xin cam on th£y vê ta't ca nhüng diëu 
thayy da giüp dö em. 

Tóii xin tran trong cam on Gs.Ts. T.D. Hiên, Gs.Ts. N.D. Chiê'n va 
Gs.Ts.. N.P. Thüy trong ban giam dóe Trung tam Quóc tê' Dao tao vé Khoa hoc 
Vatt liêu (ITEMS) vé su üng hó to lón va nhüng löi khuyên bó fch trong thöi gian 
tóii lam nghiên cüu sinh; tói xin cam on ta't ca cac thanh viên cüa ban tu va'n 
quócc tê' cüa trung tam, nhüng nguöi da giüp cho uóc mo cüa tói duoc thuc hiên. 
Töii xin cam on Gs.Ts. J.J.M. Franse vë su dong viên giüp dö. Tói rat biê't on 
nhüngg löi khuyên chan thanh va su khich lê cüa Ts. F.F. Bekker tói cóng viêc 
cüaa tói. Tói xin cam on Ts. P.F. Brommer vê nhüng giüp dö cüa óng 

Tóii xin cam on su tro giüp cüa nhüng nguöi da cung cap cho chüng tói 
nhüngg tinh thé silic sü dung trong nghiên cüu nay. Trong só' ho tói muö'n duoc 
nhacc dê'n Ts. F.P. Widdershoven, Ts. N.A. Sobolev, Gs.Ts. L.C. Kimerling, 
Gs.Ts.. W. Jantsch, Gs.Ts. I.N. Yassievich va Ts. B.A. Andreev. Tói ra't cam on 
Gs.Ts.. J.M. Langer, Ts. M.S. Bresier va Ts. H.H.P.Th. Berman da dong góp mót 
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phdnn vao viêc giai thich cac kê't qua thuc nghiêm. Tói xin dirpc cam on tó chüc 
FOMM cüa Ha Ian da cho phép sir dung thiê't bi FELIX (laze electron tu do dung 
choo cac thi nghiêm óf vüng hóng ngoai) cho thi nghiêm cüa chüng tói. Tói xin 
camm cm su trö giüp rat kinh nghiêm cüa cac ky thuat viên cüa viên Plasma 
Physics,, Rijnhuizen, dac biet cüa Ts. A.F.G. van der Meer, Ts. C.J.G.M. 
Langerakk va Ts. H.P.M. Pellemans. Tói cüng muó'n cam on sir nhiêt tinh giüp dö 
cüaa Gs.Ts. J.C. Maan va Ts. P. Qiristianen dó'i vói viêc nghiên cüu cüa tói tai 
phöngg thi nghiêm ttr tnïèng cao tai Nijmegen. 

Nhann dip nay tói xin chan thanh cam on tói cac dong nghiêp cüa tói tai 
tóó bó món vat ly, tói khoa khoa hoc co ban, tói phöng tó chüc can bó va ban 
giamm hiêu truöng Dai hoc Mo-Dia chat, Ha nói da üng ho, cho phép va giüp dö 
tóii trong thói gian tói vang mat. Tói xin cam on chü V.T. Luc va co Huong, bó 
Giaoo due va Dao tao vè moi su* giüp da. 

Tóii xin cam on Gs.Ts. L.K. Binh da giüp dö thu xê'p cac diéu kien hoc 
tapp cüa tói trong giai doan d£u tien, Gs. Ts. N.N. Long, Ts. N.H. Ha va Ts. 
L.T.T.. Binh trong cac phép do trên hê huynh quang tai truöng Dai hoc Quó'c gia 
Haa nói. Tói cam cm chi Tam, em Hoa vói nhffng \&n do huynh quang trên mail 
silicc xó'p. Tói xin cam on Ts. P.K. Hüng da hop tac trong viêc xay dung cac 
chuongg trinh Pascal dë phan tich cac kê't qua vê Raman. Tói cam on anh N.A. 
Tua'nn trong viêc thuc hiên cac anh AFM cüa miu silic xó'p. 

Tóii xin chan thanh cam on Ts. N.T. Hiên va Ts. N.T. Son da cho nhüng 
yy kiê'n ky thuat cüng nhu giüp dö trong viêc dat hê do huynh quang cüa I1TMS. 
Tóii xin cam on Gs. Ts. T. Kim Anh vè nhüng thói gian lam viêc hiêu qua trên hê 
huynhh quang nay; Ts. V.N. Hüng va Ts. D.D. Hanh vê cac cóng viêc hanh 
chinh. . 

Tóii rat vui müng duoc lam viêc tai viên Van der Waals-Zeeman trong 
b&uu khóng khï than thiên cüa ta't ca moi nguöi. Tói xin cam on Peter der Goeje, 
Arendd van Leeuwen, Shahrzad van't Hoff-Nourbakhch va Jeroen der Groot vê 
ta'tt ca moi su giüp dö dó'i vói cuóc só'ng cüa tói ó" Amsterdam; Mariet Bos, 
Charliee Alderhout, Truus Klebach va nhüng nguoi khac vê su giüp dö cüa ho dé 
giaii quyê't ta't ca cac va'n dë vê hanh chinh. Tói muó'n cam on su tro giüp cüa cac 
kyy thuat viên cüa viên tói cóng viêc nghiên cüu cüa tói: Flip de Leeuw, Martin 
Bekelaar,, Harry Beukers va cac thanh viên khac cüa xuóng co va dien tü dó'i vói 
cacc vah dê liên quan tói hê do; Eddy Enoeng, Bert Zwart va anh T.D. Tho trong 
cacc cóng viêc thuy tinh; Nico Jonker and Rene Rik trong viêc cung ca'p nito va 
helii long; Thijs Post, Derk Bouhuijs va Mauz Wijzenbeek vói cac giüp dö vê cac 
chuongg trinh, mang may tinh va liên kê't cac hê do; Bert Moleman va Willem 
Moolhuyzenn vói cac phép do X-ray va dinh huóng mau tinh thé; Ronald Winter 
vóii su trof giüp trên thu viên. Cac \&n thao luan ky thuat vói Ton Riemersma va 
Hugoo Schlatter ra't có fch dó'i vói cóng viêc cüa tói. 

Tinhh cam cüa nhüng nguöi ban tói da gap o Ha lan da lam cho cuóc 
só'ngg cüa tói trö nên dé dang hon va góp phén dong viên tói lam viêc. Chinh tü 
hoo tói da hiéu thêm duoc nhüng vè dep cüa da't nuóc Ha lan, vë xa hói chau Au, 
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cacc phong tuc tap quan o day va vê nhiêu diêu khac nüa. Tói xin bay tó sir men 
móó cüa tói tói Maya va Frans Bekker, Sabiene va Willem Mattens, Ellen va Ate 
vann Steenbergen, Carla va Han Smids-Robers, Shahrzad va Kees van't Hoff, 
Pamelaa va Peter Wright, Suus van Hekken, Lia va Ton Riemersma, Mai va 
Martinn Bekelaar, Ina va Bert Zwart, Farida va Rachmat va nhüng ngiröi khac. 
Tóii xin cam ön ta't ca vê tinh cam ho da danh cho tói, vê long mê'n khach cüa ho 
vaa su san sang giüp do tói khi c&i thiêt. 

Thètt la thü vi khi duoc lam viêc trong b£u khóng khi' am ap va than thiêt 
cüaa nhóm nghiên ctim cüa chüng tói. Tói muó'n cam cm cac dong nghiêp cüa tói: 
tóii Ingrid de Maat-Gersdorf ngiröi da gioi thiêu cho tói hê quang hoc ó day ma 
sauu nay tói da danh phan lón thöi gian nghiên cüu cüa mïnh dé sü dung; Ioannis 
Tsimperidiss vói nhüng cuöc thao luan hüru ïch va su trof giüp thanh cóng trong 
cacc phép do FELIX; Peter Stallinga va Ruus Dirksen vï su giüp dö vói cac 
chuongg trinh may tinh; Ingrid Zevenbergen la nguói ban tó't va nhüng lói 
khuyên;; P.T. Huy vï nhiêu su giüp dö trong cóng viêc; P.N. Hai, Yuri Martinov, 
Frankk Rasmussen, Bartek Pawlak, Valentin Emtsev va Manuel Forcales vï tïnh 
bann cüa ho trong nhüng nam qua. 

Tóii xin cam on ta't ca nhüng nguöi ban Viêt nam va cac dong nghiêp 
nghiênn curu sinh tai ITIMS vi tinh ban cüa ho danh cho tói, ho da danh thöi gian 
déé chuyên trö va cüng vui vói tói: Hoang da gö rö'i cac van dê vê mang may tinh 
vaa trong cac truöng hop khac; Loan, Tü, chi Thuan, Hang chia se nhiêu thöi gian 
rói;; Tüng vói nhüng cuóc thao luèn hüu fch; Thu Ha, anh Tua'n, Hóng, va cac 
anh,, chi, em can bó khac cüa ITTMS vê nhüng giüp dö nhiêt tinh; Kim, Toan, 
Thu,, My, Van Anh, Huy, Duong, Minh, Chu Van Thing, Düc Thang, Trung, 
Thao,, Huong, Bïnh, Vinh va cac ban khac trong thöi gian tói lam viêc tai ITIMS 
cüngg nhu ó1 Amsterdam. Tói cüng muó'n bay tö su than mê'n cüa minh tói cac 
anh,, chi, em cüa truöng Dai hoc C£n Tho. 

Nhüngg löi cuó'i cüng nay tói xin danh dé bay tó long biet on sau sic dól 
vóii bó' me tói vï tïnh yêu da danh cho tói, vê su tin tuóng vao thanh cóng cüa tói 
vaa luón luón dong viên tói. Cam on Nguöi da dé cho tói quyêt dinh va lam 
nhüngg diêu ma tói cho la sê tó't nha't cho tói. Tói xin bay tó long biet on dac biet 
dóii vói bó' me chóng tói va toan thé gia dïnh da thöng cam, üng hó va giüp dö tói 
sapp xê'p cac cóng viêc gia dïnh trong thöi gian tói vang nha. Tói xin cam on anh 
traii va em gai tói vï tïnh cam cüa ho luón danh cho tói va luón san sang giüp tói 
trongg moi lüc. Sau cüng, tói muó'n nói lên tïnh cam chan thanh nha't cüa mïnh 
dóii vói chóng tói, anh Tü Son va con gai, Xuan Hién vi tinh yêu chung thüy, su 
camm thöng, chia se va su khuyên khich danh cho tói trong suó't nhüng nam thang 
qua.. Nêu khóng có nhüng tïnh cam nay thi ban lu^n an chac chan se khóng thé 
duocc hoan thanh. 

Mótt l^n nüa tói xin cam on ta't ca. Hinh anh cüa moi nguöi së duoc ghi 
maii trong tam tri va trai tim tói. 

Amsterdamm ngay 22 thang 12 nam 1999 
Duu Thi Xuan Thao 
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